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ABSTRACT

We present an analysis of supernova light curves simulated for the upcoming Dark Energy
Survey (DES) supernova search. The simulations employ a code suite that generates and fits
realistic light curves in order to obtain distance modulus/redshift pairs that are passed to a
cosmology fitter. We investigated several different survey strategies including field selection,
supernova selection biases, and photometric redshift measurements. Using the results of this
study, we chose a 30 square degree search area in the griz filter set. We forecast 1) that this
survey will provide a homogeneous sample of up to 4000 Type Ia supernovae in the redshift
range 0.05<z<1.2, and 2) that the increased red efficiency of the DES camera will significantly
improve high-redshift color measurements. The redshift of each supernova with an identified host
galaxy will be obtained from spectroscopic observations of the host. A supernova spectrum will
be obtained for a subset of the sample, which will be utilized for control studies. In addition,
we have investigated the use of combined photometric redshifts taking into account data from
both the host and supernova. We have investigated and estimated the likely contamination from
core-collapse supernovae based on photometric identification, and have found that a Type Ia
supernova sample purity of up to 98% is obtainable given specific assumptions. Furthermore, we
present systematic uncertainties due to sample purity, photometric calibration, dust extinction
priors, filter-centroid shifts, and inter-calibration. We conclude by estimating the uncertainty on
the cosmological parameters that will be measured from the DES supernova data.

Subject headings: supernovae – cosmology: simulations
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1. Introduction

In the late 1990’s, observations of distant Type
Ia supernovae (SNIa) provided the convincing ev-
idence for the acceleration of cosmic expansion
(Riess et al. 1998; Perlmutter et al. 1999). Dedi-
cated supernova (SN) surveys covering cosmolog-
ically relevant redshifts, such as the ESSENCE
Supernova Survey (Miknaitis et al. 2007; Foley
et al. 2009), Supernova Legacy Survey (SNLS,
Astier et al. 2006; Conley et al. 2011), Sloan Dig-
ital Sky Survey-II Supernova Survey (SDSS, Frie-
man et al. 2008b; Sako et al. 2011), Carnegie Su-
pernova Project (Hamuy et al. 2006; Stritzinger
et al. 2011), Stockholm VIMOS Supernova Survey
II (Melinder et al. 2011), and Hubble Space Tele-
scope searches (e.g., Strolger et al. 2004; Dawson
et al. 2009; Amanullah et al. 2010), have substan-
tially improved the quantity and quality of SNIa
data in the last decade. A previously unknown
energy-density component known as dark energy is
the most common explanation for cosmic accelera-
tion (for a review, see Frieman et al. 2008a; Wein-
berg et al. 2012). The recent SN data, in combina-
tion with measurements of the cosmic microwave
background (CMB) anisotropy and baryon acous-
tic oscillations (BAO), have confirmed and con-
strained accelerated expansion in terms of the the
relative dark energy density (ΩDE) and equation
of state parameter (w ≡ pDE/ρDE , where pDE

and ρDE are the pressure and density of dark en-
ergy, respectively). The next generation of cosmo-
logical surveys is designed to improve the measure-
ment of w, and constrain its variation with time,
from observations of the most powerful probes of
dark energy as suggested by the Dark Energy Task
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Force (Albrecht et al. 2006): SNe, BAO, weak
lensing, and galaxy clusters.

Future SN surveys face common issues, includ-
ing the number and position of fields, filters, expo-
sure times, cadence, and spectroscopic and photo-
metric redshifts. Each study must optimize tele-
scope allocations to return the best cosmological
constraints. The simulation analysis presented in
the paper is for the Dark Energy Survey14 (DES),
which expects to see first-light in 2012. The DES
will carry out a deep optical and near-infrared sur-
vey of 5000 square degrees of the South Galac-
tic Cap (see Fig. 1) using a new 3 deg2 Charge
Coupled Device (CCD) camera (the Dark Energy
Camera, or “DECam,” Flaugher et al. 2010) to be
mounted on the Blanco 4-meter telescope at the
Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory (CTIO).
The DES SN component will use approximately
10% of the total survey time during photomet-
ric conditions and make maximal use of the non-
photometric time, for a total SN survey of ∼1300
hours. The DECam focal plane detectors (Estrada
et al. 2010) are thick CCDs from Lawrence Berke-
ley National Laboratory (LBNL), which are char-
acterized by much improved red sensitivity rel-
ative to conventional CCDs (see Fig. 2, as well
as Holland 2002; Groom et al. 2006; Diehl et al.
2008). This will allow for deeper measurements
in the redder bands, which is of particular impor-
tance for high-redshift SNe. This effect is shown in
Fig. 3, which plots simulated scatter in the SALT2

(Guy et al. 2007) SN color parameter (see §5.2)
for the SDSS, SNLS, and DES. Note, in particu-
lar, the superior high-redshift color measurements
in the DES deep fields (see §3.1). Details of the
simulation method can be found in §2. The im-
plementation for the DES, e.g., an exposure time
of approximately an hour in the SDSS-like z pass-
band per field per observation, is discussed in §3.

An accurate redshift determination (to ∼0.5%)
is necessary to place a SN on the Hubble diagram.
This can be obtained by taking a spectrum of the
SN itself or of its host galaxy. A spectrum of the
SN has the added advantage of providing a defini-
tive confirmation of the SN type, and allowing for
studies of systematic variations, but is more diffi-
cult to obtain. Follow-up spectroscopy of the host
galaxy can be done at a later date, taking advan-

14http://www.darkenergysurvey.org

Fig. 1.—: The DES footprint. The white squares
indicate the locations of our current choice of five
SN fields (see §3.1). For the survey strategies
considered in this analysis with additional shal-
low fields, those fields are placed next to these five
fields. The size of the squares as shown is much
larger than the 3 deg2 field of view of DECam in
order to make them easier to see in this Figure.
The scale shows the log of r-band (as defined in
§3.1) Galactic extinction in magnitudes.

tage of multi-object spectrograph capabilities to
obtain many spectra at once. Photometric red-
shifts can also be obtained using deep co-added
photometry of the host galaxy, but the redshift
accuracy is degraded, reducing the usefulness of
the SN for cosmological measurements. The exist-
ing SNIa samples from previous surveys include a
subset of SNe with measured spectra consisting of
∼1000 SNIa spread out over many surveys (Sulli-
van et al. 2011; Amanullah et al. 2010, and refer-
ences therein), and the remainder includes many
more SNe with host spectra or host and/or SN
photometric redshifts. The usefulness of the cur-
rent photometric samples depends on the fraction
of host galaxies that will be followed-up, a num-
ber which is uncertain. The DES will identify up
to ∼4000 high-quality SNIa, and plans a follow-up
program to acquire SN spectra near peak for up to
20% of this sample and host galaxy spectra for the
majority of the remainder. For SNe that do not
have a follow-up or host galaxy spectrum taken, a
deep co-add of images (>70 hours per season) will
be used to determine the host photometric red-
shift. This host redshift will be further utilized as
a prior for a combined SN photometric redshift fit.

In order to aid in the design of the DES SN
search, we simulate expected DES SN observa-
tions. We use the parametric SNANA code suite
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Fig. 2.—: Comparison of the SNLS (Regnault
et al. 2009) and DECam total transmission (H.
Lin, private communication, 2011) for an airmass
of 1.3. Also shown is the CCD quantum efficiency
(QE). The total transmission includes the effects
of QE, the atmosphere, and the optical systems of
the relevant cameras. Note the increased DES sen-
sitivity at redder wavelengths. The DECam trans-
mission is based on measurements of the full-size
filters, which was not available during the simu-
lations performed for this analysis. The assumed
transmission in this paper is about 10% smaller
than the measured values.

(Kessler et al. 2009b) that generates SN light
curves using realistic models and takes into ac-
count, e.g., seeing conditions, Galactic extinction,
and CCD noise. In this work, we use the optical
(λ < 1 µm) MLCS2k2 (Jha et al. 2007) and SALT2

(Guy et al. 2007) models and the optical+infrared
SNooPy model (Burns et al. 2011). We chose to
employ the MLCS2k2 model because the inclusion
of the straightforward reddening parametrization
from Cardelli et al. (1989) makes it easier to assess
systematic errors simply by varying the parame-
ters. In contrast, the parametrization in SALT2 is
more complex which complicates the systematics
studies. We further employ a light curve fitter,
based on MLCS2k2 and SALT2 models, to obtain a
prediction of the measured distance modulus, µ,
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Fig. 3.—: Simulation of the scatter in the SALT2

color parameter for the SDSS, SNLS, and DES su-
pernova samples highlighting the red advantage of
the DES. The simulation method and DES imple-
mentation are discussed in §2 and §3, respectively.

for each SN. Measured redshifts are expected to
come from a combination of spectra and photo-
metric redshifts from the host galaxy and SN, and
results are compared for these different scenarios.

The outline of the paper is as follows. We
present our method of SN light curve simulation
in §2. We discuss the DES options and present ex-
ample simulations in §3. Redshift determinations,
both spectroscopic and photometric, are discussed
in §4. Analysis options are presented in §5. A
study of Type Ia sample purity is presented in §6.
SN colors and dust extinction are discussed in §7,
and projected cosmology constraints are presented
in §8. Finally, we summarize and discuss our re-
sults in §9.

2. Supernova light curve simulation

In this section, we present our SN light curve
simulations in greater technical detail. We discuss
general properties of SNANA in §2.1 and introduce
our application to the DES in §2.2.
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2.1. SNANA

We employ the SNANA package (Kessler et al.
2009b) to simulate and fit Type Ia and Type Ibc/II
SN light curves. We emphasize that while we are
using SNANA to investigate the capabilities of the
DES, it was originally developed for and utilized
for the analysis of observational SDSS SN data
(Kessler et al. 2009a), was used by the Large Syn-
optic Survey Telescope (LSST) collaboration to
forecast SN observations (Abell et al. 2009), and
can be applied to any survey in general. Using the
simulation requires a survey-specific library that
includes the survey characteristics, e.g., filters, ob-
serving cadence, seeing conditions, zeropoints, and
CCD characteristics.

For a rest-frame SN light curve model, such as
MLCS2k2, the basic simulation steps are as follows:

1. pick a sky position, redshift from observed
SN rate distributions, and sequence of ob-
server and rest-frame observation times;

2. pick SN luminosity (∆) and V -band host-
extinction (AV, the amount of dust extinc-
tion in magnitudes from Cardelli et al. 1989)
parameters randomly drawn from their dis-
tributions;

3. generate a rest-frame light curve from the
SN light curve model: e.g., magnitudes in
the U, B, V, R, & I filters (Bessell 1990)
versus time;

4. add host-galaxy extinction to each rest-
frame magnitude using AV (from Step 2
above) and the CCM dust model from
Cardelli et al. (1989);

5. add K-corrections (Nugent et al. 2002) to
transform UBVRI to observer-frame fil-
ters15;

6. add Galactic (Milky Way) extinction using
data from Schlegel et al. (1998);

7. use survey zeropoints to translate above-
atmosphere magnitudes into observed flux in
CCD counts;

15K-corrections are needed in both the simulator and fitter,
and are applied using a technique very similar to that in
Jha et al. (2007).

8. compute noise from the sky level, point
spread function (PSF), CCD readout noise
(negligible for the DES), and signal Poisson
statistics;

9. In addition to steps 4 and 5 above, apply an
ad-hoc Gaussian smearing model of intrinsic
SN color variations to obtain Hubble resid-
uals that match observations.

We make use of three light-curve models that
are integrated into SNANA to simulate and fit SN
light curves: MLCS2k2, SALT2, and SNooPy. Note
that SNANA uses MINUIT (James 1994) for min-
imization. The MLCS2k2 model is improved rela-
tive to the Jha et al. (2007) code (see §5.1 and
Appendix B of Kessler et al. 2009a), e.g., it fits in
flux instead of magnitudes and includes simulated
efficiency in the prior. A key difference between
MLCS2k2 and SALT2 is that the former fits for a dis-
tance for each SN while the latter does not. The
SALT2 light curve model in SNANA is accompanied
by a separate program called SALT2mu (Marriner
et al. 2011) that is used to determine a distance
for each SN so that the MLCS2k2 and SALT2 fit re-
sults can be treated in the same way (see §5.2 for
additional information).

2.2. Simulation inputs

Construction of a survey-specific library as in-
put to the SN simulation is crucial to obtaining
realistic simulated light curves. For each DES SN
observing field, this library includes information
about the survey cadence, filters, CCD gain and
noise, PSF, sky background level, and zeropoints
and their fluctuations. The zeropoint encodes ex-
posure time, atmospheric transmission, and tele-
scope efficiency and aperture. These quantities
vary with each exposure and so, for the DES study,
we created a program which uses, among other
things, the CTIO weather histories, ESSENCE ze-
ropoint and PSF data, time gaps due to Blanco
community use, and Moon brightness to estimate
the parameters for the DES simulation library.
Table 1 shows example entries in this library, and
we now discuss the details of their creation.

The SN component of the DES is limited to
about 10% of the total survey photometric time.
In all cases, after a certain period of time (ex-
pected to be ∼8 days), if a SN field has not been

5



MJD/Filter PSF (pixels) σsky (e−) Zpt (mag)

55881.191/g 2.26 80 33.0
55881.199/r 2.16 151 34.5
55881.215/i 2.05 257 34.7
55881.238/z 1.79 651 35.6
55884.312/g 2.58 143 32.7
55884.328/r 2.62 220 34.3
55884.344/i 2.35 390 34.4
55885.188/z 2.83 764 35.7

Table 1:: Example DES SN simulation inputs for a
4-day excerpt from a single, 6-month season where
“σsky” is the sky noise in photoelectrons and “Zpt”
is the zeropoint in magnitudes. Additional inputs
that are needed, but not shown in this Table, are
the RA & DEC of the field, CCD gain and noise,
pixel size, and the contribution to the zeropoint
due to fluctuations.

observed it becomes the top observational priority
of the survey even under photometric conditions.
There are two main options being considered for
the decision procedure to observe in shorter inter-
vals than 8 days: 1) make maximal use of non-
photometric time based on an infrared cloud cam-
era (RASICAM, Lewis et al. 2010), or 2) decide
based on the measured seeing, giving the non-SN
DES components the best seeing for weak lensing
and other science, and switch to the SN fields if
the PSF is & 1′′. The final DES decision tree will
probably be a combination of these two. In this
analysis we have simulated option #1.

The separation of non-photometric and photo-
metric time in the generation of the simulation
library is accomplished by incorporating weather
history maintained at CTIO for more than twenty
years. This SN survey strategy leads to a two-
component cadence: a peak in the number of ob-
servations at very short cadence due to several-
day periods of non-photometric time when the SN
fields dominate the observing time, and a broad
secondary maximum around 8 days when photo-
metric time is used (see Fig. 4). Our SN observing
also requires an airmass less than 2.0. This, com-
bined with DES half-nights in January and Febru-
ary and long periods of photometric conditions,
can lead to cadences longer than 8 days.

The other critical components of the simulation
input library are the PSF, sky background, and ze-
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Fig. 4.—: The DES 5-field hybrid strategy (see
Tab. 3) forecast for the distribution of the tem-
poral gaps between observations during a typical
DES SN season for the two deep fields only. The
histogram entries are for all of the DES SN filters
combined, e.g., a gap of 6 days in observations in
any one of the filters increments the count of 6-day
gaps. The gaps in the 10-field hybrid strategy are
very similar.

ropoints. Usually, in this type of study, one takes
averages of these quantities. In our case, we have
used ESSENCE data to provide variations of the
PSF and zeropoints at CTIO for each observation,
as well as SDSS data for the dependence of sky
background on relative Moon position. The mea-
sured PSF variation of ESSENCE is input directly
into the simulation library after correcting for the
wavelengths of the filter centroids and airmasses
for the mock DES observation. The resulting PSF
distribution is shown in Fig. 5. Recent improve-
ments to the telescope and its environment, along
with the optical design and mechanical (hexapod)
control of DECam, are expected to deliver im-
proved image quality compared to these data. The
choice of PSF distribution is conservative for op-
tion #1 and consistent with option #2.

Another key input to the simulation is the rate
of SNIa explosions in the Universe as a function of
redshift (see §6.1 for a discussion of the input rate
of core-collapse SNe). The total number of SNe
that the DES will observe is clearly directly sensi-
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Fig. 5.—: The DES 5-field hybrid strategy (see
Tab. 3) forecast for the number of observations
versus the input PSF for a typical DES SN season.
The histogram entries are for all of the DES SN
filters combined, e.g., an observation with a PSF
value of 1.0 in any one of the filters increments the
count of 1.0 PSF observations. The PSF distribu-
tion is very similar for the other survey strategies.

tive to that rate. The default SNIa rate we employ
in SNANA is the power law from Dilday et al. (2008):

RSNIa ≡ SNIa rate = αIa × (1 + z)βIa (1)

where αIa = (2.6+0.6−0.5)×10−5 SNe h3
70 Mpc−3

yr−1, h70 = H0/(70 km s−1 Mpc−1), where H0 is
the present value of the Hubble parameter16, and
βIa = 1.5 ± 0.6. In addition, Dilday et al. (2008)
further found the correlation coefficient between
αIa and βIa to be −0.80. Extrapolating this rate
to redshifts greater than 1 is highly uncertain.

3. Survey strategy options and example

simulations

Simulation of the current DES observing strat-
egy leads to a total exposure time for the SN

16We use H0 = 65 km s−1 Mpc−1 in our MLCS2k2 simulations
to match the training value, and 70 km s−1 Mpc−1 in our
SALT2 simulations. These values of the Hubble parameter
are also used to determine the simulated distance modulus
in a flat ΛCDM model with Λ = 0.73. We do not attempt
to model rate differences due to host-galaxy type.
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Fig. 6.—: Type Ia supernova redshift distri-
butions for the DES 5-field hybrid strategy (see
Tab. 3) for the various SNRMAX cuts indicated
in the legend. The total number of simulated SNe
passing each set of cuts, from top to bottom, is
5571, 4783, 3906, and 3047.

search of ∼1300 hrs, over 900 hrs of which occur
during non-photometric conditions. On a given
night, prioritization of observations in each of the
griz filters will be made based on descending time
since the previous observation. There is an au-
tomatic 8-day trigger if no photometric observa-
tion has been performed for a given filter. For the
simulations presented in this section, we employed
the MLCS2k2 model as the basis for generating and
fitting SN light curves over the redshift range of
0.0<z<1.2. The free parameters of the model are
the time of maximum light in the B -band (to),
the distance modulus (µ), the luminosity parame-
ter (∆), and the extinction in magnitudes by dust
in the host galaxy (parametrized by AV and RV

from Cardelli et al. 1989). In this section, AV and
∆ were constrained to a range of 0.0 to 2.0 and
−0.4 to 1.80, respectively, and RV was fixed to
2.18 (Kessler et al. 2009a). Parameter variations
and comparisons with simulations using the SALT2
model will be presented in later sections.
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3.1. Fields, filters, and selection cuts

The choice of the DES SN fields is driven by
four primary considerations:

• visibility from CTIO,

• visibility from Northern-hemisphere, 8-
meter-class telescopes for SN follow-up spec-
troscopy,

• past observation history as it pertains to the
use of pre-existing galaxy catalogs and cali-
bration,

• overlap with the survey area for the Visible
& Infrared Survey Telescope for Astronomy
(VISTA, Emerson et al. 2004, see §7.2).

Based on these criteria, we have tentatively cho-
sen the five fields in Tab. 2 and Fig. 1. In this
paper, we consider five SN survey strategies (see
Tab. 3). For the 10-field hybrid strategy, the fields
are the two deep fields and 3 shallow fields from
the 5-field hybrid plus 5 additional shallow fields
clustered around the Chandra Deep Field South
field. In later sections we will compare in detail

the results of these surveys, including projected
constraints on cosmology.

Field Pointing RA&Dec
(3 deg2 area) (deg., J2000)

Chandra Deep Field S. 52.5◦, −27.5◦

XMM-LSS 34.5◦, −5.5◦

SDSS Stripe 82 55.0◦, 0.0◦

SNLS D1/Virmos VLT 36.75◦, −4.5◦

ELAIS S1 0.5◦, −43.0◦

Table 2:: Likely Dark Energy Survey supernova
fields. Note that not all of these fields satisfy
all of the field choice optimization criteria dis-
cussed in the text; e.g., ELAIS S1 is not visi-
ble from Northern-hemisphere, 8-meter-class tele-
scopes, but matches the other criteria well.

Survey # deep # shallow Area
strategy fields fields (deg2)

ultra-deep 1 0 3
deep 3 0 9

shallow 0 9 27
5-field hybrid 2 3 15
10-field hybrid 2 8 30

Table 3:: Dark Energy Survey supernova strate-
gies considered in this paper where each SN field
has an area equal to the DECam 3 deg2 field of
view. Note that the difference between deep and
shallow fields is exposure time, not area.

We used SNANA to explore the choice of filters
and exposure times, and the resulting effects on
survey cadence. We evaluated the effect of the
griz and grizY filter sets on DES SN observations.
Figure 2 shows the chosen DES SN filters along
with the DES CCD quantum efficiency. In this
paper, we have selected five SN search strategies
that span the range from ultra-deep and narrow
to wide and shallow, including hybrid mixtures of
the two. Table 4 shows the filter exposure times
for the deep fields for the deep and 10-field hy-
brid strategies and the shallow fields for the 10-
field hybrid strategy for the griz filter set (see the
discussion about Y -band at the end of this sec-
tion). Table 5 shows the limiting magnitudes in
each filter for the 10-field hybrid survey. For all
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the survey strategies considered, the deep fields
have the exposure times listed in the second col-
umn of Tab. 4. For the shallow survey considered
in this paper, as well as for the shallow fields in
the 5-field hybrid strategy, each of the fields has
one third of the total exposure time per field of a
deep field.

Filter Deep exp. Lim. Shallow exp. Lim.
time (s) mag. time (s) mag.

g 300 25.2 175 24.9
r 1200 25.4 50 23.7
i 1800 25.1 200 23.9
z 4000 24.9 500 23.8

Table 4:: Filter exposure times and limiting mag-
nitudes for the 10-field hybrid strategy. The deep
and shallow times were chosen to roughly equalize
signal-to-noise at high redshift and near a redshift
of z=0.5, respectively (see Fig. 8). Limiting mag-
nitudes are for point sources detected at 5σ using
a single filter observation.

Filter Deep Shallow
Fields Fields

g 27.1 26.8
r 27.3 25.6
i 27.0 25.9
z 26.8 25.7

Table 5:: Limiting magnitudes for point sources
detected at 5σ in the DES 10-field hybrid survey,
using a 1-season co-add and assuming 35 filter ob-
servations per season. The limiting magnitudes for
a 5-season co-add are ∼ 0.85 magnitudes deeper.

We define “epoch” to be an observation in a sin-
gle filter on a given date (with no requirement on
a source detection). In order to produce simulated
sets of DES SN light curves that realistically rep-
resent the quality needed for the determination of
cosmological parameters, we defined selection cuts
that each simulated light curve must individually
satisfy (see Tab. 6). The selection criteria ensure
that a DES SN light curve used for analysis is well-
sampled, with measurements both when the light
curve is rising and falling, and of sufficient quality
to allow for a robust distance determination, which

is essential for constraining cosmology. However,
these cuts are relatively inefficient for SNIa reten-
tion at higher DES redshifts; studies of the use
of looser cuts in conjunction with photometric SN
typing methods are ongoing. The effects of dif-
ferent cuts on the maximum signal-to-noise in a
given pass-band (SNRMAX) on simulated Type
Ia and simulated core collapse samples (described
in more detail later) are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7
respectively. The tightest cuts shown, which are
our defaults in this paper, produce the best sam-
ple purity at the expense of lower SNIa efficiency.

Selection cuts for DES SNe
1. At least 5 total epochs above a signal-to-noise

threshold of 0.01;
2. At least one epoch before and at least one

10 rest-frame days after the B -band peak;
3. At least one filter measurement with a

SNRMAX above 10;
4. At least two additional filter measurements

with a SNRMAX above 5.

Table 6:: Selection cuts that each simulated light
curve must individually satisfy in order to ensure
realistic simulations of the DES SN capabilities.
Note that epochs that are included in the light
curve fit are between a rest-frame phase of −15
and +80 days.

Fig. 8 shows example multi-band SNRMAX
values for simulated DES SN light curves subject
to the cuts described above assuming the 10-field
hybrid strategy. Note how the g-band measure-
ments have significantly reduced SNRMAX be-
yond a redshift of z∼0.5 and are absent beyond
z∼0.8 due to the flux being redshifted out of the
wavelength range of the light curve model.

Our investigation of a grizY survey option
showed that the Y -band SNRMAX barely reaches
above 5 even when half of the deep z -band expo-
sure time is devoted to it, and that the Y -band
drops below SNRMAX of 5 at a redshift of ∼ 0.7.
Thus, we elected not to use the Y filter for DES
SN observations. Note, however, that the planned
DES overlap with the VIDEO Survey will provide
for Y -band and J -band light curves for a few per-
cent of the DES SNe (see §7.2).
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3.2. Light curves and SN statistics

Fig. 9 shows example DES light curves at red-
shifts of 0.25, 0.50, 0.74, and 1.07. Particularly
noteworthy is that the flux errors projected for
DES SN observations are very small at lower red-
shifts and remain reasonable even beyond a red-
shift of z=1. The fact that the g-band is absent
for the z=0.74 and z=1.07 light curves highlights
why high-redshift SNe only have 3 pass-bands for
griz surveys.

A key to planning a cosmological SN search is
the trade-off between survey area and depth. For
the DES SN search, a motivation for deep observa-
tions is the advantage of the DECam red sensitiv-
ity, while a wide survey area is desirable because it
returns a greater number of SNIa at a given signal-
to-noise. In other words, the observing strategy
should be both wide, to maximize SN statistics,
and deep, to provide for a longer lever arm. Fig. 10
shows the SNIa redshift distribution for the deep,
shallow, and two hybrid survey strategies. We also
considered an ultra-deep strategy (3 deg2). We
found that the ultra-deep strategy delivers only a
marginal improvement in SNIa statistics beyond a
redshift of z=1 relative to the 10-field hybrid strat-
egy, for example, while the latter results in a factor
of 2.8 more SNIa overall. In particular, we found
that the 10-field hybrid has 42% more SNIa in the
redshift range of 0.6-1.0 relative to the ultra-deep
strategy. In addition, the ultra-deep survey pro-
duces statistics inferior to the deep survey. Thus,
the ultra-deep strategy is withdrawn from consid-
eration, while the deep strategy is carried through-
out this paper. Figure 10 also shows that the deep
and shallow surveys exhibit a significant decrease
in the number of SNe at low- and high-redshifts,
respectively, relative to the two hybrid surveys.
The hybrid surveys also retain a significant frac-
tion of the low- and high-redshift SNe found in the
shallow and deep surveys while avoiding a signif-
icant fraction of the selection bias of the shallow
survey (see §5.1). The redshift distributions for
the hybrid surveys including the deep and shallow
components are shown in Fig. 11. The 10-field hy-
brid strategy is preferred on the grounds of max-
imizing SN statistics in the intermediate redshift
regime.

In order to explore the sensitivity of the redshift
distribution to the rate of SNIa, we performed

simulations including the αIa and βIa variations
according to the uncertainties given by Eqn. 1.
Since Dilday et al. (2008) found the correlation
coefficient between αIa and βIa to be −0.80, we
ran simulations assuming the parameters are 100%
anti-correlated. We found that the projected num-
ber of DES SNIa would change by approximately
7% given such a rate variation.
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Fig. 10.—: Number of SNIa versus redshift for four of the DES strategies investigated. Total supernova
statistics are 4175, 3482, 2984, 2381 for the shallow 9-field, hybrid 10-field, hybrid 5-field, and deep 3-field
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for the 10-field hybrid results in ∼600 more SNIa passing cuts, mostly in the redshift range of 0.6-0.8. Such
additional SNIa negate the apparent advantage of the 5-field hybrid survey in that redshift range as shown
in this plot.
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4. Redshift Determination

A precise estimate of SN redshifts is needed for
placement of SNe on the Hubble diagram and for
performing K-corrections on observed pass-bands
to the SN rest frame. There are four possible
methods of obtaining SN redshifts: 1) spectro-
scopic follow-up of individual SNe, 2) spectro-
scopic redshifts of the associated host galaxies, 3)
photometric redshifts (photo-z’s) of SNe, and 4)
photo-z’s of the host galaxies. In addition, the
DES collaboration is considering the use of opti-
cal cross-correlation filters (Scolnic et al. 2009) for
both redshift determinations and SN typing. The
final analysis of the DES SNe will use the host
spectroscopic redshifts as the central method for
redshift determination, with important roles being
played by the other methods. We next discuss the
redshift determinations for the final analysis (with
the complete sample of host galaxy spectra and
redshifts), as well as the interim analysis before
host spectroscopic redshifts have been measured.

4.1. Role of Each Method of Redshift De-

termination

In previous SNIa Hubble diagram analyses,
cosmological constraints have been obtained us-
ing mostly spectroscopic confirmation of the SN,
which not only afforded an extremely precise de-
termination of the redshift, but also the additional
advantage of accurate SN typing. For the DES, it
is impractical to obtain spectra for every SN at
high-z. The DES will use photometric typing for
most of the SNe observed (see §6). This technique
works very well, and will be further validated by
obtaining a spectrum for a significant fraction of
low-redshift SNe. In addition, a sample of 10−20%
of SNe at higher redshifts, with a spectrum taken
with 6-10m class telescopes, will be used to study
SN evolution, photo-z’s, and sample purity. Note
that SNe with host galaxies too dim to obtain a
host spectrum are another sample that could trig-
ger taking of a follow-up SN spectrum.

Obtaining spectroscopic redshifts of host galax-
ies, assuming correct host identification, yields
precise SN redshifts. In addition, large numbers of
the host galaxies can be measured simultaneously
with a multi-object spectrograph (MOS). We will
target every visible SN host, but we expect that
the efficiency of obtaining a valid redshift will de-

Redshift SNLS Data Model
0.1-0.2 100% 98%
0.2-0.3 94.4% 97%
0.3-0.4 97.4% 94%
0.4-0.5 96.5% 92%
0.5-0.6 94.1% 89%
0.6-0.7 79.0% 85%
0.7-0.8 88.6% 82%
0.8-0.9 78.4% 78%
0.9-1.0 76.9% 74%
1.0-1.1 50.0% 70%
1.1-1.2 N/A 67%

Table 7:: Measured (SNLS, Hardin et al., in prepa-
ration) and estimated percentages of SNIa host
galaxies with mi < 24 are tabulated. The model
values are taken from the middle column of Tab. 19
from Appendix A. For both the data and model,
the uncertainties grow from a few % at low redshift
to ±25% for z>1.0.

crease significantly for galaxies dimmer than ap-
parent i-band magnitude mi = 24, as indicated
by the followup of SNLS galaxies (Hardin et al.,
in preparation). For the purposes of our study,
we have approximated the efficiency of obtaining
a galaxy redshift as 100% for mi < 24 and 0% for
mi > 24. For forecasting SNe analyses, as well
as planning follow-up telescope resources, it is im-
portant to estimate the fraction of SN hosts with
mi < 24. Measurements of SNIa host magnitudes
from SNLS (Hardin et al., in preparation) have
large statistical uncertainties at the highest SNLS
redshifts. Therefore, we have constructed a model
described in Appendix A. This is a non-trivial
task, however, given uncertainties in the SNIa rate
dependencies on galaxy mass, luminosity, and type
and of redshift evolution. Appendix A describes,
in detail, our estimates of SNIa host galaxy bright-
nesses in redshift bins, and the sources of signif-
icant uncertainty at large redshift. A model es-
timate is shown in Tab. 7, where we present the
fractions of SNIa host galaxies satisfying the ap-
parent magnitude limit mi < 24 for z-bin values
from 0.1 to 1.2. Within the uncertainties, the data
and model agree. In this study, we choose to use
the model (since it lacks the statistical fluctuations
of the data) to remove from our cosmology analy-
sis SNe without a host spectrum by applying the
stated fractions (for the 10-field hybrid strategy,
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Fig. 12.—: Assuming the DES 5-field hybrid
strategy, top: the estimated host galaxy photo-
z is plotted versus the true redshift, with colors
representing the number of SNe per bin; bottom:
the SN photo-z (with the host galaxy photo-z used
as a prior in the fit) is plotted versus the true red-
shift.

this cuts out 429 SNe, mostly at high redshift).
We will present the impact of this choice on cos-
mological constraints in §8.

Photo-z’s, both of the host galaxy and the SN,
will play four roles in the DES: they will provide 1)
interim SN redshifts before host galaxy spectra are
available, 2) an opportunity to supplement the SN
sample with redshifts if the host galaxy is dimmer
than mi = 24 or if the host spectrum cannot be ob-
tained for other reasons, 3) a check on host galaxy
identification when redshift comparisons are pos-
sible, and 4) help in classifying SNe during the
search and in prioritizing them for spectroscopic
follow-up. Two key elements of our photometric
redshifts are: 1) a deep, ∼35 measurement co-add,
per season, of the host galaxy, and 2) a combined
SN+host photo-z fit using the host photo-z as a
prior. In the next two sections, we show that the
combination of these two elements give photo-z’s
the precision needed to play the roles in the DES
SN analysis mentioned above.
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Fig. 13.—: Assuming the DES 5-field hybrid
strategy, top: histogram of host galaxy photo-z
minus the true redshift overlaid by a Gaussian
(σ = 0.027) fit to the data, which was measured
to have an RMS=0.037; bottom: histogram of SN
photo-z (with the host galaxy photo-z used as a
prior in the fit) minus the true redshift overlaid
by a Gaussian (σ = 0.022) fit to the data, which
was measured to have an RMS=0.026.

4.2. Accuracy of photometric redshifts

The DES photo-z’s will come from a combina-
tion of host galaxy photo-z and SN photo-z mea-
surements. The host galaxy photo-z is expected
to be relatively accurate since each SN field will
be sampled more than one hundred times over the
five-year survey. The limiting magnitudes of the
SN host galaxy, 1-season co-add will be ∼26th
mag, compared to ∼24th mag for the standard
DES field. The limiting magnitude of a 5-season
co-add will be ∼27th mag. DES expects to have
at least 60K host galaxy spectroscopic redshifts for
training photo-z’s (H. Lin, private communication,
2011). In our simulations, the host galaxy photo-z
is determined by a neural-net algorithm described
in Oyaizu et al. (2008). Also from Oyaizu et al.
(2008), the photo-z error is estimated by the Near-
est Neighbor Error algorithm. Figs. 12 & 13 show
scatter plots of photometric versus true redshifts
for galaxies with a magnitude less than 24th and
the histograms for the difference of host/SN pho-
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Fig. 14.—: Using simulated photo-z’s trained on
a sample with mi < 24, but applied to a dim-
mer sample with 24 < mi < 26, the photo-z
precision is presented for 0.8 < z < 1.0 for the
DES 5-field hybrid strategy. Top: Histogram
of host galaxy photo-z minus the true redshift
(RMS=0.074, σ = 0.047); note that there are 514
total entries with 19 underflows and 9 overflows.
Bottom: histogram of SNe photo-z (with the host
galaxy photo-z used as a prior in the fit) minus
the true redshift (RMS=0.053, σ = 0.042). Simi-
lar histograms for 1.0 < z < 1.2 demonstrate the
following widths: Host galaxy only (RMS=0.09,
σ = 0.059), SN with host prior (RMS=0.079,
σ = 0.045); note that there are 514 total entries
with 4 underflows and 0 overflows

tometric redshifts and true redshifts, respectively.
The host galaxy photo-z’s have a Gaussian sigma
of ∼0.027 and a non-Gaussian tail. The SN photo-
z is fit with SNANA, using the host galaxy photo-z
as a prior (Kessler et al. 2010a), is seen to have a
Gaussian sigma of ∼0.022 and much-reduced tails.
When added to the spectroscopic redshifts pro-
vided by SN follow-up, these redshifts are precise
enough to begin an interim analysis of DES SNe
before host spectra are available.

4.3. Photometric redshifts for hosts with-

out spectra

The second role for photo-z’s is to supplement
redshifts from host spectra at high-z, assuming
the host spectra are only available for mi < 24.
We have prepared a simulated sample (detailed in
Appendix A) of galaxy photo-z’s that has been
trained on a sample of mi < 24 galaxies, but has
then been applied to galaxies with 24 < mi <
26. Fig. 14 shows histograms of the host photo-
z residuals from this sample, and the combined
SNe+host photo-z. We will investigate the impact
of using these photo-z’s on a cosmology analysis in
§8.

At this time, we are assuming that SNe with
hosts dimmer than mi = 26 will not be used in a
cosmology analysis, although with a 5-season co-
add it is likely that many of those hosts will be
observed and may provide an interesting sample
to study.

5. Supernova analysis with spectroscopic

redshifts

In this section, we discuss SNIa analysis for
the case where every SN has a spectroscopic host-
galaxy redshift, and correct SNIa identification is
assumed (see §6), with an emphasis on the extrac-
tion of distance estimates. In order to enhance
the robustness of our results, we employ both the
MLCS2k2 and SALT2 models to simulate and fit SN
light curves. For MLCS2k2, we consider cases of fit-
ting both with and without correct priors on host
galaxy extinction.

5.1. MLCS2k2 light curve fitting with full

priors

The use of a prior on the MLCS2k2 extinction pa-
rameter AV improves the determination of the dis-
tance modulus when the measurement error on AV

becomes wider than the width of the AV distribu-
tion. The improvement is noticeable in the simu-
lated DES data at high redshifts where the SN col-
ors are determined by measurements in only three
bands: r, i, and z. However, the use of a prior
is susceptible to the introduction of biases if im-
plemented with incorrect information. While mea-
surement errors, in principle, average to zero when
the measurements of many SNe are combined, a
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bias in the prior will not average to zero. Inaccu-
racies in the prior, which is essentially the distri-
bution of SNe in AV, can arise from purely exper-
imental errors. However, unknown astrophysics,
including the evolution of the host galaxy popu-
lation or the SN colors with redshift, pose serious
challenges to the use of a prior in a high precision
survey like the DES. While we do provide some
estimate of potential systematic errors resulting
from the use of a prior based on the SDSS anal-
ysis, our estimates must currently be considered
preliminary.

For the analysis presented here, the prior has
the following definition:

Pprior = P (AV) × P (∆) × ǫcuts(z, AV, ∆), (2)

where P (AV) & P (∆) are the underlying physi-
cal AV & ∆ (luminosity parameter) distributions
and ǫcuts is the fraction of SNe that pass the selec-
tion cuts for a given redshift, AV, & ∆. For this
work, following Kessler et al. (2009a), P (AV) is
given by dN/dAV = exp(−AV/τAV

) with τAV
=

0.334, and P (∆) is an asymmetric Gaussian with
peak position, ∆0, and positive and negative side
widths, σ+ and σ−, respectively, given by ∆0 =
−0.24, σ+ = +0.48, σ− = +0.23. In addition, we
set dN/dAV=0 for AV<0.

For a given survey, e.g., the 5-field DES hy-
brid scenario, ǫcuts is calculated using SNANA by
cyclically simulating SN light curves and checking
which light curves pass the defined selection cuts
until the desired efficiency accuracy is reached.
Fig. 15 shows the selection efficiencies for vari-
ous classes of SNIa. Both the deep and shallow
observation fields within the 5-field hybrid survey
exhibit statistical completeness for nearby and/or
bright SNe. However, Fig. 15 shows the vastly
higher efficiency of the deep relative to the shal-
low fields for distant and faint and/or heavily ex-
tincted SNe. Figure 16a shows our application of
efficiencies to the hybrid survey simulation in or-
der to avoid the bias in the fitted distance modulus
that would arise from MLCS2k2 light curve fitting
with an incorrect prior, e.g., one with the assump-
tion of a flat prior on efficiency.

As discussed above, the introduction of priors
can easily lead to biases if the effects of the sur-
vey selection efficiency are poorly understood. Of
particular concern is the bias manifested as a dif-
ference between observed (i.e. “fitted”) and true
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Fig. 15.—: Plotted from top to bottom is the effi-
ciency due to the selection cuts discussed in §3.1 as
a function of the extinction parameter, AV, for the
DES deep and shallow fields assuming the 5-field
hybrid strategy. The efficiencies were calculated to
an accuracy of 1% for a given redshift and value
of ∆, AV, and RV. The vertical error bars show
the range in efficiency for an extreme variation in
RV from 0.5 to 4.00 in a given AV bin. For the
purposes of this plot, the pre- and post-epoch cuts
were disabled. This was done in order to show the
efficiencies without edge effects which reduce the
peak efficiencies by approximately 10-15% for the
cases in the top three panels.
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(i.e., “simulated”) distance modulus (“µfit” and
“µsim” hereafter) that can arise. Figure 16f shows
such a departure of µfit – µsim from zero beyond
a redshift of ∼0.7. The bias illustrates the size of
the µ-correction that the DES SN data would need
if the efficiency prior were incorrectly assumed to
be flat. Note, one does not expect the selection
bias to have a significant effect at low redshift be-
cause there the SN sample is essentially complete.
The fact that AV is driven toward zero, while the
trend in ∆ is negative, as redshift increases beyond
∼0.5 (see Fig. 17), implies that only less extincted
and/or brighter SNe pass the selection cuts, and
strongly supports our identification of the bias in
µ as a selection bias. In addition, this selection
effect explains the small drop in RMS beyond a
redshift of z=1.0 exhibited in Fig. 16a. Figure 16d
also shows, when compared to Fig. 16f, one of the
key motivations for the hybrid survey. A system-
atic check is enabled by the ability to compare the
less biased distance moduli from the deep part of
the dataset at higher redshifts with the more bi-
ased shallow part. If that crosscheck is validated,
then confidence is increased in the highest region
of the deep component of the survey (i.e., redshifts
greater than 1.0) where the deep component suf-
fers a similar bias to that experienced by the shal-
low component at intermediate redshifts. Fig. 16e,
showing the case of the deep-only strategy, is in-
cluded for completeness.

5.2. MLCS2k2 light curve fitting with flat

priors & SALT2 fitting

In this section, we discuss MLCS2k2 flat-prior
and SALT2 model fitting. Such fits avoid the issue
of selection efficiency bias discussed above. The
trade-off is an increase in the RMS spread in the
distance modulus, as is clearly evident in the com-
parison of Fig. 16a with Fig. 16b. In addition,
Fig. 16b shows a high-redshift µ bias evident in
MLCS2k2 fits with flat priors. This is due to the
fact that such fits allow negative values of AV, for
which the fitter compensates by pulling the dis-
tance modulus to higher values.

The SALT2 light curve fitter in SNANA is ac-
companied by a separate program called SALT2mu

(Marriner et al. 2011) that fits the SALT2 parame-
ters α and β that are used to determine the stan-
dard SNIa magnitudes. The parameters that cor-
relate distance modulus with x1 (a stretch-like pa-

rameter) and c (the color) are α and β respectively.
We have chosen to fit for the α and β parame-
ters independent of the cosmology using SALT2mu,
which allows us to apply the same cosmological
fitting procedure to the outputs of the MLCS2k2

and SALT2 light curve fits.

The resulting distance modulus residuals are
shown in Fig. 16c. The trend in the RMS spread
of the distance modulus is rather similar to that
obtained with MLCS2k2 with the use of a flat prior.
While it would be possible to apply a prior on the
color in the SALT2 fit, we have followed normal
practice in not doing so here. For the remainder
of this paper, we will use MLCS2k2 fits with correct
priors (corresponding to Fig. 16a) in our analysis,
with the exception that we use SNooPy in §7.2 and
include SALT2 in the discussion of the DES SN
cosmology fits in §8.
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(a) MLCS2k2 fit for the 5-field hy-
brid strategy with correct priors (see
Eqn. 2).
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(b) MLCS2k2 fit for the 5-field hybrid
strategy with flat priors.
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(c) SALT2 fit for the 5-field hybrid
strategy.
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(d) MLCS2k2 fit for the 5-field hybrid
strategy using a prior based on the
underlying AV distribution but not
the simulated efficiency (see Fig. 15
for example efficiencies).
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(e) MLCS2k2 fit for deep strategy us-
ing a prior based on the underlying
AV distribution but not the simu-
lated efficiency.
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(f) MLCS2k2 fit for shallow strategy
using a prior based on the underly-
ing AV distribution but not the sim-
ulated efficiency.

Fig. 16.—: Plotted is the fitted distance modulus residual (µfit - µsim) for different SN light curve fitting
scenarios. Dashed lines are drawn at zero for clarity.
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6. Type Ia supernova sample purity

Since the DES SNIa sample will not have full
spectroscopic SN follow-up, cases where core-
collapse SNe (SNcc) are misidentified as SNIa will
be a concern for a cosmology analysis based on
the full sample. In order to address this issue,
we have undertaken an analysis of the DES SNIa
sample purity using SNANA simulations. In this
study, we perform a mock-analysis using redshifts
determined from the visible host galaxies. We
have limited measurements of SNcc types, rates,
and brightness, but our knowledge of SNcc is lack-
ing in several areas, as discussed in detail below.
There are substantial uncertainties in the absolute
rate of SNcc, mean absolute magnitudes and their
variance, relative fractions of the different types
of SNcc, and variation in the light curve shapes
that are not adequately represented in the simula-
tion. This section will address these uncertainties
and provide estimates of their effect on SNIa sam-
ple purity. In general, where there are choices to
be made, we make the choice that will increase
the amount of misidentification in order to see
the worst-case effect on a cosmology analysis, as
discussed in §8.

6.1. Core collapse input rate

In order to simulate SNcc, we use the input
SN rate parametrization of Dilday et al. (2008),
which found the SNIa rate from SDSS to be of
the form α(1 + z)β with αIa = 2.6×10−5 with
αIa = 2.6×10−5 SNe h3

70 Mpc−3 yr−1, and βIa =
1.5. For SNcc, we take βcc = 3.6 to match the star
formation rate. Various studies, the most recent
being SNLS (Bazin et al. 2009), have shown this
assumption to be valid, albeit with low statistics
and limited redshift range. This leaves the deter-
mination of αcc. Taking the ratio of SNcc/Ia to be
the SNLS value of 4.5 for redshifts of < 0.4 (Bazin
et al. 2009), we calculate the value αcc must have
in order to obtain the ratio of 4.5: αcc = 6.8×10−5

SNe h3
70 Mpc−3 yr−1. Note that with this value

of αcc, the SNcc/Ia ratio increases to ∼ 10 out
to a redshift of 1.2. A caveat in this estimate is
that one of the largest uncertainties is the actual
population near the detection threshold. Direct
measurements of the SNcc rate beyond a redshift
of z=0.4 would be very helpful in the determina-
tion of SNIa sample purity.
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Fig. 17.—: Plotted from top to bottom is the
fitted AV histogram, the fitted ∆ histogram, the
redshift dependence of simulated & fitted AV, and
redshift dependence of simulated & fitted ∆, both
averaged within a redshift bin, assuming the 5-
field hybrid strategy. Note that the lowest redshift
bin has low SN statistics (see Fig. 10).
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6.2. Relative fractions of core collapse

types

In this section, we discuss the relative fraction
of the SNcc subtypes. The most important frac-
tion is that of Type Ib/c, since they most com-
monly pass the combination of cuts on SNRMAX
and MLCS2k2 fit-probability that the SN is a SNIa
(fp=Pχ2 , the probability from fit χ2 and the num-
ber of the degrees of freedom). The literature con-
tains several estimates of the ratio of Type Ib/c
to Type Ib/c plus II SNe (see Tab. 8 for exam-
ples). The most complete references, in terms of
fractions being given for each type of SNcc, are
Li et al. (2011a) and Smartt et al. (2009), and
the Type Ib/c fractions are in good agreement.
We have used the Smartt et al. (2009) values (see
Tab. 9) as the default set of fractions in this anal-
ysis, as they give a more conservative amount of
SNcc misidentification relative to Li et al. (2011a).

Reference Ib/c fraction
Li et al. (2011a) 24.6 ± 4.6%
Li et al. (2007) 26.5 ± 5.4%

van den Bergh et al. (2005) 24.7 ± 2.6%
Smartt et al. (2009) 29.3 ± 4.7%
Prieto et al. (2008) 24.7 ± 4.9%

Leaman et al. (2011) 33.3 ± 4.3%

Table 8:: References for the relative fraction of
Type Ib/c SNe (number of Type Ib/c divided by
the total number of SNcc of all types).

SN Type Relative SNcc Fractions
IIP 0.587 ± 0.05
Ib/c 0.293 ± 0.05

IIL + IIb 0.082 ± 0.03
IIn 0.038 ± 0.02

Table 9:: The relative fraction of collapse SNe sub-
types (number of a given subtype divided by total
number of SNcc of all types) used in this analysis,
as taken from Smartt et al. (2009).

6.3. Core collapse brightness

The absolute brightness of SNcc is a critical pa-
rameter in the number of SNcc misidentified as
SNIa, since most are too dim to pass typical SNR-
MAX cuts (e.g., those shown in Tab. 6). Two ref-

erences for absolute SNcc brightnesses, Richard-
son et al. (2002) and Li et al. (2011a), are com-
pared in Tab. 10 and Tab. 11. The numbers in
Tab. 10 have been corrected for the significant
Malmquist bias evident in that data. The correc-
tion assumed a threshold of 16 magnitudes in ap-
parent brightness, and took into account the larger
volume sampled by intrinsically brighter SNe than
for fainter SNe. The volume-limited analysis in Li
et al. (2011a) is already corrected for Malmquist
bias, but Conley et al. (2011) used Richardson
et al. (2002) in their analysis, noting that Li
et al. (2011a) perhaps missed a bright Type Ib/c
component by avoiding low-luminosity galaxies.
To take the conservative approach, we used the
single-Gaussian-approximation brightnesses from
Richardson et al. (2002) as our default.

Richardson et al. (2002)
SN Type MB σMB

IIP −14.40± 0.42 0.81
Ib/c −16.72± 0.23 0.62
IIL −17.19± 0.15 0.47
IIn −17.78± 0.41 0.74

Table 10:: The absolute B-band magnitudes and
widths for the single Gaussian fits from Richard-
son et al. (2002), corrected for Malmquist bias.

Li et al. (2011a)
SN Type MR σMR

IIP −15.66± 0.16 1.23
Ib/c −16.09± 0.23 1.24
IIL −17.44± 0.22 0.64
IIn −16.86± 0.59 1.61

Table 11:: The absolute R-band magnitudes and
widths from Li et al. (2011a).

6.4. Core collapse templates

SNcc are observed to be a much more het-
erogeneous class than SNIa and, in contrast to
SNIa, there is no parametrization available that
describes the diversity of SNcc light curves. There-
fore, we take a template approach to modeling
SNcc. Three sets of templates are compared,
with each being a spectral sequences as a func-
tion of time. The first set are 40 templates from
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the Supernova Photometric Classification Chal-
lenge (Kessler et al. 2010b), the second set are the
composite spectral templates constructed by Nu-
gent17, and the third set are Type Ib/c and IIP
templates from Sako et al. (2011), augmented by
the Nugent templates for Types IIL and IIn. All
templates were converted to SDSS filter magni-
tudes, and SNANA performs the K-corrections into
the DES filters. Note that there is no template
for Type IIb, which in Li et al. (2011a) is more
numerous than Types IIL or IIn. The Type IIL
template is expected to be the closest to Type IIb
SNe, and, therefore, we used it for the Type IIb
sub-sample.

In the SNANA simulation, the templates are cor-
rected to the absolute brightnesses discussed in the
previous section. In addition, the Nugent tem-
plates are composite spectra and do not include
absolute brightness fluctuations, therefore they
are also smeared by the Gaussian-fitted widths
tabulated in the previous section in order to better
reflect the observations. The Kessler et al. (2010b)
and Sako et al. (2011) templates already have suf-
ficient variation in brightnesses and require no ad-
ditional smearing. The templates from the Su-
pernova Photometric Classification Challenge are
the most complete set and are used as the de-
fault in the rest of this paper. In particular, note
that these templates contain a “1+ztemp” bug in
that each SNcc template is too dim by a factor
of 1+ztemp (see Tab. 4 and §2.6 of Kessler et al.
2010b), where ztemp is the redshift of the template.
In the next section, we include a discussion of the
effect of this bug on our simulations.

6.5. Sample purity results

Using the inputs discussed above, and spectro-
scopic host redshifts, we simulated the DES SN
sample including SN Types Ia, Ib/c, IIL, IIn, and
IIP subject to the selection criteria listed in Tab. 6.
The SNe in this combined sample are fit to the
SNIa MLCS2k2 model, giving a fit probability fp

variable cut that can be customized for each anal-
ysis, and for the amount of SNcc observed in a sub-
sample with spectroscopic follow-up. Figure 18
shows the distribution of fp for the SNIa and SNcc
samples, after all other selection cuts have been

17http://supernova.lbl.gov/%7Enugent/nugent templates.html;
see also Nugent et al. (2002).

applied. The number of SNe of each type with no
fp cut, and with fp > 0.1, is shown in Tab. 12. For
those results, the effect of the 1+ztemp SNcc tem-
plate bug discussed at the end of the previous is an
increase in the SNIa purity by ∼2%, which has no
impact on our conclusions. Figures 19 and 20 show
redshift distributions of these samples subject to
a fit probability cut fp > 0.1. Table 13 shows
comparisons in the total SNcc number with vari-
ations in the simulation inputs discussed above,
with a range of ×3 in total sample SNcc. Note
that the sample purity is better than that ob-
tained with the same analysis performed in Kessler
et al. (2010b); this is due to the correction for
Malmquist bias applied to the core collapse simu-
lation sample, which reduces their expected abso-
lute brightness and therefore the number passing
SNRMAX cuts.

Sample fp >0.0 fp >0.1 Tot. simulated
Ib/c 571 57 53514
IIP 110 2 107210
IIn 225 2 6940
IIL 62 2 14976

Tot. SNcc 968 63 182640
Ia 3482 3350 18695

Ia+SNcc 4450 3413 201335
Ia Purity 78% 98.1% n/a

Table 12:: Number of simulated SNe passing cuts
and sample purity using the DES 10-field hybrid
strategy for SNIa fit probability, fp cuts of 0.0 and
0.1. Note that employing fp > 0.2 reduces the
number of SNIa and SNcc passing cuts by 5% and
46%, respectively. However, given that the impact
of SNcc on the DES cosmological constraints is al-
ready negligible assuming fp > 0.1 (see §8), opt-
ing for fp > 0.2 is unwarranted due to the loss of
SNIa. Note that these results were obtained with
SNANA v8 37, which includes a known bug due to
each SNcc template being too dim by a factor of
1+ztemp (see §2.6 of Kessler et al. 2010b), where
ztemp is the redshift of the template. We have
verified that employing fixed versions, e.g., v9 89,
results in a small (∼2%) purity variation that does
not have an effect on our conclusions.
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Simulation Input Total SNcc
Defaults 63

Nugent templates 27
Sako et al. templates 44

Li et al. abs. magnitudes 8

Table 13:: Total SNcc counts with variations in
the simulation inputs assuming the 10-field hy-
brid strategy, with fp >0.1. The line labeled “De-
faults” is the same as the Total SNcc in Tab. 12.
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Fig. 18.—: Plotted are the SNIa fit probabilities
for the SNIa and SNcc samples, after all other se-
lection cuts are applied.
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Fig. 19.—: Plotted are the histograms showing the projected DES redshift distributions for the Type
Ib/c SNe and the summed distribution of other core collapse SNe, assuming the 10-field hybrid survey, the
selections criteria in Tab. 6, and fp >0.1.
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7. Supernova colors, dust extinction, and

infrared data

The study of SN colors is a rich subject that
is of crucial importance to SN cosmology. The is-
sue of confusion between intrinsic color variations
and dust extinction, which complicates the mea-
surement of the former, is beyond the scope of
this paper. Instead, we demonstrate the DES sen-
sitivity to variations of the traditional, redshift-
independent dust parameters AV and RV (Cardelli
et al. 1989). Color measurements in the DES will
be improved by the enhanced red sensitivities of
the CCDs, as discussed in §1.
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Fig. 21.—: Average DES g − z color difference
versus phase assuming the 5-field hybrid strategy
for a simulation with RV = 2.69 and τAV

= 0.25,
as compared to the reference simulation with RV

= 2.18 and τAV
= 0.334. Error bars are the error

on the mean color difference. The solid, horizontal
line above zero shows the fitted average g−z color
difference for phase < +11 days. Note that since
the quantity plotted a difference between colors,
the errors, which are the quadrature sum of the
errors on the mean of each color, are correspond-
ingly large.

7.1. Sensitivity to AV and RV

We perform an analysis of the color variations
in the SN colors g − i, g − z, r − i, and r − z

for a grid of values of RV and τAV
, where τAV

is the parameter that controls the width of the
simulated AV distribution, as described in §5.1.
As τAV

increases, the AV distribution extends to
larger extinctions and, thus, produces SNe with
redder colors. Our reference color sample is a sim-
ulation with the values of RV = 2.18 and τAV

=
0.334, which are the best fit values from Kessler
et al. (2009a). The results presented here are for
the redshift range 0.4 <z< 0.7. This range has the
highest SN statistics for the DES. For the redshift
range z< 0.4, the SN statistics are much less, but
SNRMAX is substantially better, so that the pre-
cision of the color measurements are comparable
to those presented here.
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Fig. 22.—: Average DES g− z color difference as-
suming the 5-field hybrid strategy for phase < +11
days compared to the reference simulation with
RV = 2.18 and τAV

= 0.334 as a function of RV

and for a range of τAV
. Error bars are the error on

the mean color difference. Note the isolated points
for τAV

= 0.28 and 0.39. We use these points to
set the values of the 1σ errors in RV and τAV

to
be 0.38 and 0.06, respectively.

We constructed a suite of simulations with a
grid of RV and τAV

values in order to assess the ef-
fects of changes in RV and τAV

on SNIa colors. An
example of the effects on the g − z color is shown
in Fig. 21. The differences in color between sim-
ulations with RV = 2.69 and τAV

= 0.25 and our
reference sample parameters is shown as a function
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of phase. A signal-to-noise cut of 0.5 is applied at
every phase. Fig. 21 has two noteworthy features:
the fitted average color level for phase < +11 days
and the significant drop in color for later phases.
The average color level of a given SN color for
phase < +11 days has, in general, a complicated
dependence on RV, τAV

, and the redshift range of
the data sample. In special cases, for simulations
with fixed RV, AV, and certain values of fixed red-
shift, this dependence can be predicted from the
CCM dust model (Cardelli et al. 1989) and the
parametrization from Jha et al. (2007). We have
verified that our simulations agree well with the
predictions in these cases.

The sensitivity to parameters RV and τAV
of

the small-phase average g − z difference is shown
in Fig. 22. The error bars show the statistical un-
certainty for each parameter choice. Overall, the
trend is to increase the value of the g − z differ-
ence by approximately 0.3 magnitudes as RV in-
creases from 1.1 to 3.1, which is a plausible range
for RV, and τAV

increases from 0.16 to 0.52. From
this figure, simulated values of RV within ∼0.38
of the reference value, and of τAV

within ∼0.06 of
the reference value, can be distinguished at the 1σ
level. Similar plots for other SN colors and other
redshift ranges show slightly different dependen-
cies on the parameters, and hence can be used to
lower further the above uncertainties in RV and
τAV

. Fig. 22 also shows several degenerate com-
binations of RV and τAV

that lead to the same
level of g − z difference. This occurs because SN
colors are largely dependent only on the ratio of
AV to RV, and so a given color difference can only
determine the ratio of AV to RV to some uncer-
tainty. This degeneracy is reduced by considering
the behaviors of other color differences and their
redshift dependence. In addition, the second fea-
ture of Fig. 21, namely the drop-off in the g − z
difference at late phases18, can also be used to re-
solve this degeneracy. In this analysis, we assume
that the degeneracy can be broken by an SDSS-
like analysis (Kessler et al. 2009a), which took all
such effects into consideration. Therefore, in our
analysis in §8, we take the uncertainty in RV and
τAV

to be 0.38 and 0.06, respectively.

18This drop-off is due to an effect of the SNRMAX cut: for
redshifts greater than z ≈ 0.4, where the DES is no longer
fully efficient, the SNRMAX cut is more likely to remove
the fainter, redder SNe at late phases.

7.2. VIDEO survey and additional in-

frared overlap

7.2.1. The DES+VIDEO overlap

The infrared VISTA Deep Extragalactic Obser-
vations (VIDEO) Survey (see, e.g., Jarvis 2009),
using the Visible and Infrared Survey Telescope for
Astronomy at the Paranal Observatory in north-
ern Chile, began science observations in late 2009.
This 5-year survey has an area of 12 deg2 covering
4.5 deg2 in XMM-LSS, 4.5 deg2 in Chandra Deep
Field South, and 3 deg2 in ELAIS S1, with deep
observations in the Z, Y, J, H, K s filter set. The
survey is designed to trace galaxy evolution out
to a redshift of 4, and also provides for a large-
volume SN search projected to find 250 SNcc and
100 SNIa with a median redshift of 0.2.

The VIDEO Survey SN fields overlap those for
the DES (see Tab. 2). The extension of optical
SNIa light curves to include infrared data points
enables an enhanced determination of SN colors
and dust extinction due to the larger lever arm
provided by the increased wavelength range. As
emphasized by Freedman et al. (2009), which pre-
sented the first i-band Hubble diagram obtained
by the Carnegie SN Project, infrared SN observa-
tions offer advantages in reducing several system-
atic effects, the most notable of which is reddening
due to dust. In particular, near-infrared observa-
tions can be used to obtain a SN data set that is
insensitive to variations in SN color, and therefore
facilitate the best rate assessments for different SN
types and their dependence on host galaxy proper-
ties. In order to simulate expected results from a
combined DES+VIDEO dataset, we incorporated
the optical+infrared SNooPy SN light-curve model
(Burns et al. 2011) into SNANA. Such a dataset,
even with modest SN statistics, enables the pur-
suit of reduced-extinction systematics studies.

7.2.2. The DES+VIDEO supernova sample

Based on VIDEO Survey SN data from the first
season, we constructed a SNANA simulation library
(see §2.2) with the following characteristics: typ-
ical Y- and J-band PSF is of order 1 arcsec, sky
noise on the order of 200-400 photoelectrons, and
zeropoints ranging from 31.5 to 32.0 magnitudes.
Two seasons of VIDEO/DES overlap are expected,
and the simulation library assumes that the ob-
serving conditions will be similar during both sea-
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sons. In addition, there are 10 observations in
Y -band and 13 in J-band, each with 32 minutes
of exposure time. Based on this simulation li-
brary, we estimate that the DES+VIDEO com-
bined SNIa sample from years 2013 and 2014 could
consist of approximately 108 SNe with z<0.5 in
the common Chandra Deep Field South, XMM-
LSS, and ELAIS S1 fields (see Tab. 2). Figures 23
and 24 show VIDEO SNRMAX for the 108 over-
lapping SNe, and an example simulated combined
light curve, respectively. As shown in Fig. 23,
some of the SNe have SNRMAX that are rela-
tively low (e.g., < 5), and may not be useful for
all SNe analyses. As a follow-on to this analy-
sis, a study is planned to utilize SNANA simulated
DES+VIDEO SNIa light curves to evaluate the
benefit to SN color determinations to be gained
by adding VIDEO infrared SNIa data to the DES
SN analysis.
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Fig. 23.—: SNRMAX as a function of redshift for
the VIDEO Y - and J -bands.
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Fig. 24.—: Example simulated Type Ia SN light curve forecast displaying combined DES and VIDEO
Survey data assuming the DES 5-field hybrid strategy. The points are a MLCS2k2 fit and the band is the
fit error. The wavelength ranges in nanometers of the pass-bands indicated are: 400–550 (g-band), 560–710
(r -band), 700–850 (i-band), 850–1000 (z -band), 970–1020 (Y -band), 1040–1440 (J -band). Note that initial
investigations show that the H and K s SNRMAX is insufficient for SN science, and so only a grizYJ light
curve is shown.
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8. Dark energy constraints from different

survey Strategies

In this section, we present a forecast of the con-
straints on cosmological parameters from the DES
SN search using our simulations of the different
survey strategies summarized in Tab. 3 (with the
exception of the ultra-deep strategy, which is not
considered here). In order to be included in the
analysis in this section, each SN is required to pass
the selection criteria listed in Tab. 6. In order to
ensure an accurate spectroscopic host galaxy red-
shift determination, SNe with faint hosts (mi <
24) are discarded. A multi-color light curve fit for
each SN in the sample is made using the MLCS2k2

model with the prior listed in Eqn. 2, as described
in §5. In this section, we also include results us-
ing the SALT2 model for comparison. A SNIa fit
probability cut of 0.1 (fp > 0.1) is made to reject
SNcc, as described in §6. We make the forecasts in
the context of the CPL parametrization (Cheval-
lier & Polarski 2001; Linder 2003) of the dark en-
ergy equation of state, w(a) = w0 + (1 − a)wa.
The cosmological parameters relevant for SN ob-
servations that we included are ΩDE , w0, wa, Ωk,
which are the dark energy density, the dark en-
ergy equation of state parameters, and the spatial
curvature parameter. A typical binned Hubble
diagram for DES SNe, from the 10-field hybrid
survey, is shown in Fig. 25. The line represents
the flat ΛCDM cosmology calculation used in the
simulation (as described in §2). The RMS scatter
for the binned DES SNe, as well as RMS/

√
N ,

is shown in Tab. 14. The small drop in RMS
for redshifts beyond z=1.0 was discussed in §5.
Table. 14 completes the picture by showing that
RMS/

√

(N) continues to increase at the highest
redshift, as expected. Figure 26 is another version
of the Hubble diagram, this time with individual
SNIa and SNcc for the hybrid 10-field survey. The
Hubble diagrams for the hybrid 5-field survey are
very similar to the 10-field figures. These figures
will be discussed further in §8.2.

The DES SN sample will provide the most pre-
cise cosmological constraints when combined with
low-redshift SN samples. We include in our fore-
casts a simulation of the 3-year SDSS sample, as
well as a projected data point representing 300
SNe below redshift z=0.1. For each low-redshift
sample, we assume a 0.01 systematic uncertainty

Redshift RMS RMS/
√

N
0.0-0.1 0.17 0.0350
0.1-0.2 0.15 0.0140
0.2-0.3 0.14 0.0082
0.3-0.4 0.16 0.0073
0.4-0.5 0.17 0.0068
0.5-0.6 0.18 0.0075
0.6-0.7 0.18 0.0086
0.7-0.8 0.21 0.0120
0.8-0.9 0.23 0.0150
0.9-1.0 0.25 0.0180
1.0-1.1 0.21 0.0200
1.1-1.2 0.17 0.0240

Table 14:: The Hubble diagram RMS scatter, and
RMS/

√
N , for the simulated DES hybrid 10-field

survey.

in the absolute SNIa brightness (see Appendix B).

8.1. Figure of Merit

Constraints on cosmological parameters are ob-
tained by comparing the theoretical values of dis-
tance moduli, µ(z, θc), to the values inferred from
the light curve fits of the SN simulations, µfit(z),
where: θc ≡ {ΩDE , w0, wa, Ωk} is the set of cos-
mological parameters. The likelihood for an in-
dividual SN at redshift zi, L(µfit|zi, θc), is taken
to be Gaussian with a mean given by the µ(zi, θc)
at redshift zi, for the cosmological parameters θc,
with a standard deviation σµ

i given by the MLCS2k2
light curve fit errors and an intrinsic dispersion
σint = 0.13 added in quadrature. In the case
of SNe with photometrically determined redshifts,

we add an error of |∂µ(z,θc)
∂z

δz| in quadrature. The
simulated SN observations are independent, and
the likelihood is analytically marginalized over the
nuisance parameter combination of the Hubble
Constant, H0, and the absolute magnitude, M ,
with a flat prior. This results in a likelihood for
the µobs(z) for all SNe that is Gaussian and has
a covariance matrix Cov, which can be calculated
from the above errors σµ

i on each SN discussed
above.

Following the Dark Energy Task Force (DETF)
Report (Albrecht et al. 2006), we evaluated the
performance of survey options in terms of the
DETF Figure of Merit (FoM), albeit with the
following modification. The DETF FoM is de-
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fined to be the inverse of the area of the 95%
confidence-level error ellipse in the w0, wa plane
when all other parameters have been marginal-
ized over. However, the FoM is often calculated
as [σwp

σwa
]−1, or equivalently [det(Covw0wa

)]−0.5.
We follow the latter convention, as also used by
SNLS (Sullivan et al. 2011). Our FoMs may
be converted to the DETF FoM defined by Al-
brecht et al. (2006) upon dividing by factor of
18.8. Henceforth, we refer to our modified FoM
as the DETF FoM. Along with DES SNe, and
the low-redshift samples discussed above, we used
prior constraints from the DETF Stage II exper-
iments plus Planck in the form a Fisher Matrix
for these experiments obtained from the DETF
(Wayne Hu, private communication). Henceforth,
we refer to this prior as “Stage II.” It should be
noted that this prior constrains cosmological pa-
rameters much more strongly than current data.
Thus, priors used in parameter estimates based
on current data releases, such the SNLS results
(Sullivan et al. 2011), are much weaker, and con-
sequently the FoMs computed from such surveys
are much lower due to the weaker priors. The
error covariance matrix C on all the parameters
is estimated as the inverse of the Fisher matrix F
evaluated at a fiducial set of parameters Θp (which
is chosen to be the set suggested by DETF, i.e.,
ΩDE = 0.73, ΩK = 0, w0 = −1, wa = 0):

Fij(Θp) ≡ FDES
ij + FStage II

FDES
ij (Θp) ≡

〈

−∂i∂j ln(LDES(µobs|θc)

∣

∣

∣

∣

Θp

〉

=
∂µa

∂Θi
c

Cov−1
ab

∂µb

∂Θj
c

∣

∣

∣

∣

Θp

+

∂2 ln(det(Cov))

2∂Θi∂Θj

∣

∣

∣

∣

Θp

, (3)

where a, b index each SN and i, j index the four
cosmological parameters. The calculated DETF
FoM, assuming spectroscopic host-galaxy redshifts
and statistical uncertainties only19, ranges from
214 to 228 (see Tab. 15). The Stage II experiments
plus Planck, without any additional data, yield a
FoM of 58. Hence, with statistical uncertainties
only, the relative improvement is by a factor of

19As explained in Appendix B, the calculation includes
marginalization over the absolute magnitude.

3.69 to 3.93. In our FoM estimates, we include
a reduction in the SN sample size due to incom-
pleteness in the sample of host galaxies based on
the fractions in Tab. 7. The FoM before trimming
is typically a factor of 1.07 larger. Augmenting
the sample with photometric redshifts, described
in §4.3, results in an increase in relative FoM by a
factor of 1.03. The hybrid 5-field is presented for
both MLCS2k2 and SALT2 simulations and analy-
ses. The difference in FoM between the two is due
to the smaller Hubble residuals for the MLCS2k2

model with a dust extinction prior (as shown in
Fig. 16). In the next section, we augment our
FoM calculations via the inclusion of systematic
uncertainties, both with and without the effect of
the dust prior.

DES SNIa Data Set DETF FoM (Stats.)
Hybrid 10-field 228
Hybrid 5-field 225
Hybrid 5-field (SALT2) 200
Shallow 9-field 218
Deep 3-field 214

Table 15:: DETF Figure of Merit (modified as de-
scribed in this section) for four of the DES SN sur-
vey strategies considered (see Tab. 3) using statis-
tical uncertainties only. The results are for the
MLCS2k2 model unless otherwise noted, and in-
clude the assumed DETF Stage II plus Planck
combined Fisher matrix. SN statistics are given
in the Fig. 10 caption. Each survey is augmented
by a projected low-redshift SNIa anchor and a sim-
ulated 3-year SDSS SNIa data set. The number of
SNIa in each survey is also reduced due to host
galaxy sample incompleteness based on the frac-
tions in table 7. The Figure of Merit before trim-
ming is typically 15 units larger.
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Fig. 25.—: Hubble diagram of binned SNIa for the hybrid 10-field survey. Note that the scale of the errors
on the points is not visible. The RMS and RMS/

√
N values for each redshift bin are shown in Tab. 14.
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Fig. 26.—: Hubble diagram of individual SNIa and SNcc for the hybrid 10-field survey.
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8.2. Systematic uncertainties

The DES SN search precision will depend
strongly on our ability to control systematic un-
certainties. In this section, we discuss the inclu-
sion of such uncertainties in our FoM forecasts
(the details of the calculation are given in Ap-
pendix B). Unless specified, the numbers in this
section assume an accurate redshift derived from
a host-galaxy spectrum. We consider three other
fundamental sources of systematic uncertainties
and one tied to an analysis option in this paper:

• filter zeropoints (fundamental);

• filter centroid wavelength shifts (fundamen-
tal);

• core collapse SNe in the SNIa sample (fun-
damental);

• the use of a dust prior for RV and AV (de-
rived from an analysis choice).

In addition, all of the calculations in this section
include the inter-calibration of the low-redshift an-
chor data sets and DES. We acknowledge the ex-
istence of astrophysical systematic effects that are
not included here. Such effects are community-
wide concerns and are beyond the scope of this
study.

The filter zeropoint uncertainties are taken as
independent and to have the value of 0.01 mag-
nitudes (mags), which is an estimate of the final
survey precision. The shift in the distance mod-
ulus is computed for each filter zeropoint change.
The effect of a change in the i-band filter, and the
corresponding change in µ, is displayed in Fig. 27.
Two sets of data points are shown, one for a 0.01
mag shift in i-band, and the other a 0.1 mag shift
but with the µ change divided by 10. This demon-
strates the linearity in the µ change for a shift in
zeropoint. A Markov Chain Monte Carlo cosmol-
ogy calculation20, with four independent cosmol-
ogy parameters, was used to evaluate the shift in
the maximum likelihood value of w0 due to a shift
in filter zeropoint (see Fig. 28). These cosmol-
ogy shifts are meant as an example and are not
used in the FoM calculation described earlier and
in Appendix B. The FoM including the µ changes

20SNCOSMO is available as part of the SNANA package.

caused by filter zeropoint shifts, as illustrated in
Fig. 27, is shown in Tab. 16 for the hybrid 10-field
survey. This is the most important of the funda-
mental systematic uncertainties listed above.

The systematic effects have also been evaluated
for the hybrid 5-field survey, and the impact on
the FoM was found to be very similar to that for
the 10-field survey. Thus, from the point of view of
constraining the CPL parameters, after combining
with prior data, the two strategies are essentially
equivalent. The strategy choice is then motivated
by the potential for other kinds of studies that can,
e.g., test and verify the accuracy of SNIa light
curve models and of the redshift independence
of SNIa standardized luminosities. Such studies
typically require a large sample size, so that one
can study correlations with other observables, e.g.,
SNIa host properties. The 10-field survey provides
a much larger number of well-measured SNIa at
redshift ranges where the potential for observing
host properties, or obtaining SNIa spectra, is high.
Thus, the 10-field hybrid strategy is more suitable
for such studies.

Systematic FoM
change with

included systematic
None 228

Filter zeropoint shift 157
Inter-calibration 188

Filter λ shift 179
Core collapse misid. 226

RV and τAV
128

Total without RV and τAV
124

Total with RV and τAV
101

Table 16:: DETF Figure of Merit (modified as de-
scribed in §8.1) for the MLCS2k2 model including
various systematic changes in the DES SNIa hy-
brid 10-field survey (including a low-redshift an-
chor and a simulated SDSS sample). The 5-field
hybrid total values without and with RV and τAV

are 120 and 94, respectively.

The systematic uncertainties in the filter cen-
troids are derived in a similar fashion to the zero-
points, using 10 angstroms as the expected wave-
length precision for the DES. The resulting FoMs
are also presented in Tab. 16.
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The systematic uncertainty due to SNcc misiden-
tification is caused by the fitted-µ difference be-
tween SNIa and SNcc (see Fig. 26). SNcc are
generally dimmer than SNIa, and, in a fit for
SNIa parameters, this causes a shift in µ to larger
values. In this analysis, the fraction of SNcc in
the SNIa samples is small, typically <5%. The
resulting small average µ shift, and the fact that
the SNcc that pass selection cuts are all at low
redshift where the low-redshift anchor suppresses
their effect, causes a relatively small decrease in
FoM (see Tab. 16).
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Fig. 27.—: Example shift in the average distance
modulus, binned in redshift, for a 0.01 magnitude
error in the i-band filter zeropoint assuming the
DES 5-field hybrid strategy. The black line is a
polynomial fit to the triangles. Also shown are the
shifts (divided by 10) for a 0.1 magnitude error,
demonstrating linearity in the µ change. The shift
in the 10-field survey is very similar to this.

The final systematic uncertainty considered is
the use of an incorrect dust extinction prior in the
SNIa fitting procedure. Fig. 16 showed that the
use of the prior in the MLCS2k2 fit improved the
RMS scatter of the Hubble diagram, compared to
the SALT2 fit which had no prior. However, the
trade off is an additional systematic uncertainty
since an incorrect prior in the fit can bias the dis-
tance modulus. The uncertainty in RV and τAV

is derived from the analysis of one SNIa color pre-
sented in §7.1 and in Fig. 22. Values of RV within

∼0.38 of the SDSS reference value, and τAV
within

∼0.06 of the SDSS reference value, were used to
derive the FoM. The resulting effect on the FoM
is actually more significant than that of the fun-
damental systematics (see Tab. 16). These uncer-
tainties can be improved by using all the color in-
formation available; on the other hand, they ignore
possible redshift dependence. Our analysis indi-
cates that the effect of the current dust prior sys-
tematic is much larger than the effect of increased
Hubble residuals in the SALT2 analysis FoM (see
Tab. 15).
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Fig. 28.—: Example shifts in w0 for systematic
changes in filter zeropoints assuming the DES 5-
field hybrid strategy.

The total FoM, including our current estimates
of systematic uncertainties, is shown in Tab. 16,
for the cases both with and without the dust prior.
The 95% CL limits on w0 and wa are displayed in
Fig. 29, for statistical uncertainties and including
all systematic uncertainties. Fig. 30 displays the
total 95% CL limits on w as a function of redshift,
and includes curves for the DETF Stage II prior
alone.

Overall, the DES SNIa sample, augmented by
a low-redshift anchor set, is expected to constrain
a time-dependent parametrization of w, and im-
prove the DETF FoM by at least a factor of 1.75
over the Stage II value of 58.
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Fig. 29.—: Projected 95% limits on w0 and wa as
a function of redshift, with and without systematic
uncertainties, assuming the DES 10-field hybrid
strategy. These constraints are marginalized over
ΩDE , Ωk, and, in the systematics case, the sys-
tematics nuisance parameters. The corresponding
figure for the 5-field survey is very similar.

9. Discussion and summary

We have presented an analysis of supernova
light curves simulated for the upcoming Dark En-
ergy Survey (DES) using the public SNANA pack-
age (Kessler et al. 2009b). The DES collaboration
expects first light to occur in 2012. We have dis-
cussed, in detail, a prescription for the selection of
a supernova search strategy prior to the onset of
survey operations. We have taken several facets
of observational supernova methodology into con-
sideration, e.g., filter selection, observing field se-
lection, cadence, exposure time, bias mitigation,
sample purification, and spectroscopic and pho-
tometric redshift determination. In our analysis,
we have additionally included the effects of the
DES site weather history, relative position of the
Moon, and observing gaps introduced by commu-
nity use of the DES Dark Energy Camera. We
showed that the choice of the MLCS2k2 or SALT2

supernova light curve model impacted our simula-
tion results as follows. SALT2 simulations exhib-
ited significantly less high-redshift bias in the dis-
tance modulus residuals than did those based on
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Fig. 30.—: Projected 95% limits on w(a) as a
function of redshift, with and without systematic
uncertainties, assuming the DES 10-field hybrid
strategy. Also shown is the DETF Stage II prior
by itself. The corresponding figure for the 5-field
survey is very similar.

MLCS2k2 with a flat prior. However, under the as-
sumption of the application of the correct MLCS2k2
prior, the use of SALT2 resulted in a ∼10% reduc-
tion in the statistics-only DETF Figure of Merit
due to a 50%–100% increase in the RMS scatter
of the high-redshift distance modulus residuals.

We forecast that the DES will discover up to
∼4000 well-measured Type Ia supernovae out to a
redshift of up to 1.2, with four-pass-band photom-
etry up to a redshift of z∼0.7–0.8. Spectroscopic
redshift determination from a maximally complete
host galaxy follow-up program is planned. Based
on our detailed simulations, we have determined
that, prior to the completion of the follow-up cam-
paign, DES photometric redshifts will be sufficient
for determining interim cosmological constraints.
In addition, our projection of the ability of DES
to distinguish non-Type Ia supernovae within the
larger sample will lead to a Type Ia sample pu-
rity of 98% for a Type Ia fit probability cut of 0.1
assuming the 10-field hybrid survey strategy (see
Tab. 3).

We have further presented two initial studies
of DES supernova colors and dust extinction, as
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follows. First, we harnessed SNANA to explore the
DES sensitivity to the MLCS2k2 model parameters
AV and RV based on an analysis of supernova
color variations for a grid of RV and τAV

. We
found, for example, that the difference between
the bluest and reddest filter magnitudes varies on
the order of a few tenths over the commonly ac-
cepted RV range of 1.1 to 3.1. Second, we dis-
cussed the planned overlap of the DES supernova
search with that of the VIDEO Survey. In order
to evaluate this opportunity to obtain a combined
optical+infrared supernova sample, we extended
the capability of SNANA to simulate and fit near-
infrared light curves. We found that the DES and
VIDEO Survey supernova searches will yield on
the order of 100 joint light curves over the antici-
pated two years of operational overlap.

During the course of our DES supernova strat-
egy study, we considered a range of filter choices
and survey areas. We considered use of the DES
Y filter for the supernova search, and found that
it came at too high of a cost in terms of exposure
time. This fact, coupled with the expected YJ
coverage from the VIDEO Survey, ultimately led
us to settle on a griz DES supernova search. We
have evaluated a suite of possible supernova survey
areas from 1 to 10 DES fields (3–30 deg2). This
suite included a range of survey depths, within the
constraint of the total supernova exposure time al-
located within the larger DES, from narrow and
deep, to wide and shallow, and a hybrid approach
with both deep and shallow fields. For the shallow
and 5-field hybrid strategy, a shallow field is de-
fined to be one with one third of the exposure time
of a deep field. Note that the depth is determined
by the exposure time, as all DES supernova fields
have the same 3 deg2 area. Broadly speaking, the
trade off between the deep and shallow strategies
can be summarized in terms of the high photon
statistics and redshift depth of deeper strategies
and the overall number of supernovae measured
for a shallow strategy. In addition, we found that
deep surveys, as expected, are less susceptible to
supernova selection biases than are wide surveys.
In order to take advantage of the benefits of both
types of survey, we have identified that a hybrid
survey is a good choice for the DES.

We further dissected our supernova survey
choice into the specifics of the hybrid strategy
to pursue. The hybrid strategy initially consid-

ered calls for 5 fields: 2 deep field and 3 shallow
fields. While this strategy offers clear benefits
over the 9-field, shallow-only option considered,
the question arose of how many shallow fields the
hybrid should have. In addressing this question
for the DES, we found that covering more area
increases the number of supernovae faster than
increasing the exposure time, and that the DETF
FoM should be maximized by having the sam-
ple contain the maximum number of supernovae
at the lowest possible redshift. These two points
argue for a larger number of shallow fields. A
counter to this argument arises from the fact the
total amount of time allocated to the DES super-
nova search is fixed. This means that, for every
additional shallow field, on average there is less
exposure time available for each shallow field.

Our analysis motivates that having 8 shallow
fields (created by dividing 1 deep field into the
shallow fields with 1/8 of the exposure time) of-
fers an attractive balance of these considerations,
resulting in a 10-field hybrid strategy. Quantita-
tively, we have found that while the 5- and 10-
field hybrid strategies yield similar DETF Figure
of Merits, the primary advantages of the 10-field
hybrid, as compared to the 5-field hybrid, are an
increase in supernova statistics, mostly at medium
DES supernova redshifts, by greater than 1/3, and
a ∼75% decrease in non-Ia supernovae passing se-
lection cuts. The first advantage of the 10-field
hybrid is of key importance because supernovae
at redshifts between z=0.4 and z=0.8 could form
a DES supernova “calibration” sample. Our goal
with this sample is to simultaneously obtain high
quality follow-up spectroscopic data for both the
supernovae and host galaxies. We target this red-
shift range for high supernova statistics because
it offers an increase in redshift coverage relative
to SDSS and improved z -band coverage compared
to SNLS, thereby enhancing the competitiveness
of the DES supernova sample for follow-up with
leading, 8-meter-class telescopes. While pushing
the DES supernova coverage to high redshift is at-
tractive, it is expensive in terms of 8-meter-class
telescope time. Such expense is not easily justified
given the relatively low DES supernova signal-to-
noise at high redshifts.

In closing, we forecast that the Dark Energy
Survey supernova search will yield as many as 4000
well-measured Type Ia supernovae out to a red-
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shift as high as 1.2, with a sample purity of up to
98%. This sample will be the largest cohesive set
of Type Ia supernova photometric data to date.
Based on the results of the analysis in this pa-
per, we project that the Dark Energy Survey su-
pernova search will attain DETF Stage III status
(Albrecht et al. 2006) by improving the DETF Fig-
ure of Merit by a factor of at least 1.75 relative to
DETF Stage II experiments.
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A. Fractions of SNIa Host Galaxies Satisfying Apparent-Magnitude Limits

In order to determine the spectroscopic follow-up requirements for the DES SN search, it is necessary to
know, as a function of redshift, the numbers of SNIa host galaxies that satisfy the i-band apparent-magnitude
limits discussed in §4. In general, it is useful to quote the fractions of SNIa host galaxies in a given redshift
interval that fall into the various classes. For any given survey, these fractions can then be combined with the
expected redshift distribution of SNIa to obtain, for each redshift interval, the expected number of SNe that
will require spectroscopic follow-up. The galaxy fractions are calculated from the luminosity distributions of
SNIa host galaxies. These luminosity distributions can be estimated by weighting the luminosity distributions
of field galaxies by the probability that a galaxy will host a SNIa. We assume that the luminosity of a host
galaxy scales with its stellar mass, we make the ansatz that this probability is proportional to the host-galaxy
stellar-mass dependence of the measured rate of SNIa.

We have made a number of simplifying assumptions in the calculation presented here. First, we have
assumed the presence of sharp cut-offs in the apparent-magnitude limits that determine whether or not
a galaxy will have a measured follow-up spectrum or a photo-z estimate. In reality, this will not be the
case. Due to various inefficiencies, spectra will not be obtained for all galaxies with mi < 24. For example,
the DEEP2 survey (Faber et al. 2007) quote an overall efficiency for obtaining follow-up spectra of about
70%. On the other hand, spectra will be obtained for some galaxies that are dimmer than mi=24, but
have strong emission lines. We did not include the misidentification of a SN host galaxy, both because it
is small (Smith et al. 2011, find this to be a 2% effect at low redshift), and because our analysis is rather
insensitive to this effect. The latter point is due to the precision of DES photometric redshifts, which is
of particular importance at high redshifts where host identification uncertainties are the largest. A second
assumption in our calculation is that we can ignore variations in the surface-brightness of galaxies and that
the parameters that we use to characterize the behavior of the luminosity functions are free from surface-
brightness selection effects. Third, in determining the probability that a galaxy can host a SNIa, we assume
that we can ignore the star-formation rate. Instead, we assume that we can derive a probability based
solely on the stellar-mass dependence of the SNIa rate. This assumption introduces uncertainties which
we estimate by choosing a range in the mass dependence that covers the measured values for star-forming
and passive galaxies. Finally, we make some simplifying assumptions in the treatment of K-corrections.
For galaxies with measured follow-up spectra, the K-corrections are irrelevant, since the entire spectrum
will be measured. The apparent-magnitude limits that we are using to estimate the fractions are simply a
convenient way to quantify the capabilities of the telescopes that are used to obtain the follow-up spectra.
However, for a host galaxy with a photometrically determined redshift, K-corrections can significantly reduce
its i-band apparent magnitude, and hence can impact the precision of its measured photo-z. K-corrections
vary significantly depending on the galaxy morphology, but typically become more important around a z of
0.7, where the 4000 A◦ break in the galaxy SED crosses into the i-band. A full treatment of K-corrections is
beyond the scope of this study. Below, we give some estimates of the effect for different galaxy types. These
estimates are based on the assumption that we can use a simple linear approximation to characterize the
typical shape of the SED for each galaxy type. With these caveats in mind, we now present the details of
our calculation.

Field galaxies have luminosity density functions that are well described by Schechter functions of the form

φ(M)dM = 0.4 log(10)φ∗100.4(M∗

−M)(α∗+1) exp(−100.4(M∗

−M))dM, (A1)

where M is the absolute magnitude of the host galaxy in some filter, and φ∗, M∗, and α∗ are experimentally
measured parameters. These parameters are usually quoted for rest-frame filters. However, since we are
interested in DES i-band magnitude limits, it is convenient to use the i-band Schechter-function parameters
from Blanton et al. (2003) because the wavelength range for the i-band filter in SDSS is very close to that
for DES. For now, we consider the case where the parameters are fixed. Below, we will address the case
where they evolve with z. The dependence of the rate of SNIa on the host-galaxy stellar mass, M⋆, is usually
parametrized as a power law of the form MκIa

⋆ . A summary of the measured values of κIa for different
host-galaxy types is given in Tab. 17.
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Reference Host Galaxy Type κIa

Sullivan et al. (2006) Passive 1.10 ± 0.12
Sullivan et al. (2006) Strongly Star Forming 0.74 ± 0.08
Sullivan et al. (2006) Weakly Star Forming 0.66 ± 0.08
Smith et al. (2011) Passive 0.67 ± 0.15
Smith et al. (2011) Star-Forming 0.94 ± 0.08
Li et al. (2011b) All 0.5

Table 17:: References for the dependence of the SNIa rate on the host-galaxy stellar mass.

The range of values in Tab. 17 exceeds the quoted uncertainties. Furthermore, Smith et al. (2011) and
Sullivan et al. (2006) disagree on the trend in values for a given type of host galaxy. We choose therefore
to take the lowest and highest values from Tab. 17 as the plausible range for the stellar-mass dependence of
SNIa hosts, and present fractions corresponding to this range. Assuming that the luminosity is proportional
to the stellar mass, we find that the luminosity density function for SNIa host galaxies is given by

φIa(M)dM = 0.4 log(10)φ∗

Ia100.4(M∗

−M)(α∗+κIa+1) exp(−100.4(M∗

−M))dM, (A2)

where φ∗

Ia is an (unknown) normalization constant that is assumed to be proportional to φ∗, and κIa = 0.5
or 1.10. Eqn. A2 predicts an absolute-magnitude distribution of SNIa host galaxies that is in qualitative
agreement with the distribution measured by Yasuda & Fukugita (2010).

The next step is to determine, in the presence of an apparent magnitude cut, mlim, the number of SNIa
host galaxies that will be seen in a thin shell at redshift z. All galaxies having absolute magnitudes brighter
than M = mlim − µ(z) − K(z) will be visible. Here, µ(z) is the distance modulus that is determined from
the redshift assuming a particular cosmology, and K(z) is the K-correction that accounts for the redshift of
the galaxy spectra. Hence the fraction of visible galaxies is given by

∫ mlim−µ(z)−K(z)

−∞
φIa(M)dM

∫

∞

−∞
φIa(M)dM

. (A3)

We note that the normalization constant, φ∗

Ia, in Eqn. A2 cancels in this fraction. Furthermore, for the
values of α∗ that are typically measured from field-galaxy data, the integrals in Eqn. A3 are convergent for
large M only because of the extra terms in the integrands that are dependent on κIa. Integrating Eqn. A3
over M and z yields the fraction of visible galaxies in the range zlo < z < zhi.

f(zlo, zhi, mlim) =

∫ zhi

zlo
Γ(α∗ + κIa + 1, 100.4(M∗

−mlim−µ(z)−K(z)))dVco

Γ(α∗ + κIa + 1)
∫ zhi

zlo
dVco

, (A4)

where Γ(s, x) and Γ(s) are the upper incomplete Gamma function and the Gamma function, respectively,
and dVco is the co-moving volume element.

Given a cosmology, Eqn. A4 can now be evaluated over any desired redshift range to give the SNIa host
fractions. In Tab. 18, we present these fractions for a ΛCDM cosmology with ΩΛ = 0.73, Ωm = 0.27, H0 =
72 km s−1 Mpc−1. We choose redshift intervals of 0.1 and the limiting cases of κIa=0.5 and κIa=1.1. We set
K(z) = 0 for now. Two regions of the host-galaxy i-band apparent magnitude, mi, are considered: mi < 24,
24 < mi < 26. These regions correspond to the current expectations for the apparent magnitude limits for
which DES will be able to obtain spectroscopic and photo-z host-galaxy redshifts, respectively. SNIa whose
host galaxies do not fall into either of these two classes will either have no visible hosts, or have hosts with
large uncertainties in their photo-z redshifts.

So far, we have assumed that the parameters characterizing the shape of the Schechter functions in
Eqns. A1 and A2 do not vary with redshift. In fact, current measurements indicate that the parameters φ∗,
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z-range κIa = 0.5 κIa = 1.10
mi < 24 24 < mi < 26 mi < 24 24 < mi < 26

0.1 – 0.2 0.93 0.04 0.998 0.002
0.2 – 0.3 0.89 0.07 0.994 0.005
0.3 – 0.4 0.84 0.10 0.986 0.012
0.4 – 0.5 0.78 0.13 0.975 0.022
0.5 – 0.6 0.73 0.16 0.958 0.037
0.6 – 0.7 0.67 0.19 0.935 0.056
0.7 – 0.8 0.61 0.23 0.906 0.081
0.8 – 0.9 0.55 0.26 0.87 0.11
0.9 – 1.0 0.50 0.29 0.83 0.14
1.0 – 1.1 0.44 0.32 0.78 0.18
1.1 – 1.2 0.39 0.34 0.73 0.23

Table 18:: Fractions of the total number of SNIa host galaxies for various apparent magnitude limits and
values of κIa.

M∗, and α∗ all vary with z.(Blanton et al. 2003; Faber et al. 2007; Li et al. 2011b; Poli et al. 2003). If the
normalization, φ∗ is dependent on z, it no longer cancels exactly in Eqn. A4. However, we have checked
that the change in the fractions is much less than 1% for the values of φ∗(z) that have been measured
from existing data. Hence we can safely ignore any changes in φ∗. Variations in α∗ affect the shape of the
Schechter function at large values of M . Most studies have kept the value of α∗ fixed. The limited data that
are available for α∗ evolution (Poli et al. 2003) show a modest decrease in the value of alpha for B-band
measurements. Since we do not have any i-band measurements of α∗ evolution and, as can be seen from
Eqn. A4, changes in the value of κIa have the same effect as changes in α∗, for the purposes of this analysis,
we can ignore evolution in α∗. Evolution of M∗ can be parametrized as M∗(z) = M∗(z0)−Q(z− z0), where
z0 is some reference redshift. This parametrization is very convenient because Eqn. A4 is still correct, once
M∗ is replaced by M∗(z). The measured values of Q are filter dependent, have large uncertainties and show
a substantial variation with galaxy type. Lin et al. (1999), in the CNOC2 survey, found that Early-type
galaxies have larger, positive values of Q of O(1 − 2), whereas Late-type galaxies have smaller values of Q
less than 0.5. Note that since Q is positive, galaxies get brighter as z gets larger, so ignoring the effects of
evolution will lead to overestimates of the number of galaxies that would fail any apparent magnitude cut.
Blanton et al. (2003), in the SDSS survey, use a more complicated parametrization for the evolution of the
galaxy luminosity-density functions. However, their parametrization is reasonably well approximated by a
simpler Schechter-function parametrization at their reference redshift of z0=0.1. Since we assume that this
will also be the case at higher redshifts, we can still use the value of 1.6 that they fit for their Q-parameter
as an estimate for the Q-value in our linear-evolution case. We therefore show the effects of z-evolution on
the SNIa host-galaxy fractions by choosing values of Q equal to 0, 0.5 and 1.6, which are representative of
the range of values present in the data. In Table 19, we present the fractions for these three values of Q and
κIa = 0.74. Following Blanton et al. (2003), we choose z0 = 0.1.

As mentioned above, K-corrections will reduce the i-band apparent magnitudes of host galaxies, partic-
ularly those above a redshift of 0.7, which is where the 4000 A◦ break crosses into the rest-frame i-band.
If we now include K-corrections in our estimates, the fractions with mi < 24 decrease, and the fractions
with 24 < mi < 26 increase. In general, because they have flatter SEDs, the size of the changes are larger
for elliptical galaxies than for star-forming galaxies. If we assume that the SED of a strongly star-forming
galaxy rises linearly by a factor of 3 from 8500 A◦ down to the 4000 A◦ break, and then falls by a factor of
about 2 below the break, we find that the fractions for the middle column of Table 19 change by less than
a few percent below z = 0.7. Above z = 0.7, the effect increases with z, and results in a 16% decrease in
the mi < 24 estimate and a 17% increase in the 24 < mi < 26 estimate for z between 1.1 and 1.2. On the
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z-range Q = 0 Q = 0.5 Q = 1.6
mi < 24 24 < mi < 26 mi < 24 24 < mi < 26 mi < 24 24 < mi < 26

0.1 – 0.2 0.98 0.01 0.98 0.01 0.99 0.01
0.2 – 0.3 0.96 0.03 0.97 0.03 0.97 0.02
0.3 – 0.4 0.94 0.05 0.94 0.04 0.95 0.04
0.4 – 0.5 0.91 0.07 0.92 0.06 0.94 0.05
0.5 – 0.6 0.87 0.10 0.89 0.09 0.92 0.06
0.6 – 0.7 0.82 0.13 0.85 0.11 0.90 0.07
0.7 – 0.8 0.77 0.17 0.82 0.14 0.89 0.09
0.8 – 0.9 0.72 0.20 0.78 0.16 0.87 0.10
0.9 – 1.0 0.67 0.24 0.74 0.19 0.86 0.10
1.0 – 1.1 0.61 0.28 0.70 0.22 0.85 0.11
1.1 – 1.2 0.55 0.32 0.67 0.24 0.84 0.12

Table 19:: Fractions of the total number of SNIa host galaxies for various apparent magnitude limits for
κIa = 0.74 and three values of M∗-evolution parameter, Q. The chosen values of Q span the range of possible
values found in the field-galaxy data.

other hand, if we assume that the SED of an elliptical galaxy is flat and falls by a factor of 2 below the 4000
A◦ break, we find that the effects are much larger. Even below z = 0.7, the changes grow with z, up to a
10% decrease in the mi < 24 estimate and a 6% increase in the 24 < mi < 26 estimate for z between 0.6
and 0.7. Above z = 0.7, the effect of the corrections again rises with z and results in a 40% decrease in the
mi < 24 estimate and a 24% increase in the 24 < mi < 26 estimate for z between 1.1 and 1.2. The effect of
K-corrections on the galaxy fractions should lie somewhere between these two extremes, depending on the
precise mix of SNIa host-galaxy morphologies. Hence, the size of this uncertainty is comparable to the other
uncertainties discussed in this section. Note, however, that these uncertainties affect only the estimates of
the size of the photo-z sample. We have seen in §8.1, that the FOM decreases by only about 15 units, even
if no SNe in the photo-z sample are included. Hence, adding some fraction of SNe from the photo-z sample
to the analysis can result in only very modest gains in the FOM, and we expect that our forecasts for the
FOM values to be largely unaffected by the uncertainties in the K-corrections.

We conclude that uncertainties in the data that can be used to constrain the SNIa host-galaxy fractions
are large and lead to big variations in the estimates of the number of host galaxies that fall into the various
magnitude classes. As discussed above, we have made several simplifying assumptions in our calculations that
ignore a number of known effects due to inefficiencies in redshift determinations, galaxy morphology, galaxy
surface brightness and star-formation rate. We have attempted to include the effects due to z-evolution of
the Schechter functions, but here too there are dependencies on galaxy morphology that contribute to the
uncertainties on the fractions. We quote numbers in the mid-range of the predictions in the body of the
paper, but note that predictions at high z vary by about 25%.

B. SNe systematic uncertainties in the FoM calculation

The use of a Fisher Information Matrix in forecasting constraints from a survey has been discussed in
several works. While the general formalism can account for certain kinds of systematic uncertainties in the
forecasted constraints, the specific examples for supernova surveys that are usually studied only account for
statistical uncertainties. The DETF report suggested accounting for systematic uncertainties in forecasting
cosmological constraints from supernova surveys. In particular, the DETF report discussed four kinds of
systematic uncertainties: 1. photo-z errors, 2. absolute magnitude uncertainties, 3. step µ offset for the
near sample, 4. quadratic µ offset (see subsection below for additional information). With the advantage of
our simulations and knowledge specific to the setup of DES, we extend the DETF analysis by choosing a
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more appropriate set of systematics particularly with respect to their fourth systematic parameter. In this
appendix, we explain the choices made in our paper and how they relate to the DETF choices.

The basic idea is that the naive estimator for the distance modulus as obtained from the light curve
fitter is biased when the survey setup and conditions or the properties of SNIa are actually different from
those assumed in the analysis. However, since the survey conditions can be varied in our simulation inputs,
we can estimate the bias ∆µ(z, Θ), which is the expected deviation of the estimated distance modulus
from the true distance modulus, for each set of conditions. We thus correct for the bias by replacing
µ(z, θc) → 〈(µ, zΘ)〉 = µ(z, θc) − ∆µ(z, Θ), where Θ includes not only the cosmological parameters, θc,
but also the set of systematic parameters, θn, modeling the setup and SN properties. These systematic
parameters are measured independently, and the information from these measurements may be treated as a
Gaussian prior resulting in a prior Fisher matrix Find. Extending the set of model parameters Θ to include
these systematic parameters θn as “nuisance parameters”, we can use the replacement in computing the
Fisher matrix and then marginalize over the allowed values of these nuisance parameters. We give the
expression for the Fisher matrix

Ftot = Fij + FStage II + Find,

Fij(Θp) =
∂〈µa(z, Θ)〉

∂Θi

∣

∣

∣

∣

Θp

(Cov−1)ab

∂〈µb(z, Θ)〉
∂Θj

∣

∣

∣

∣

Θp

+
1

2

∂2 ln(det(Cov))

∂Θi∂Θj

(B1)

where a, b index the SN and are summed over in the above equation, and Cov is the covariance matrix
used in the (statistics only) Fisher matrix. The second term arises from the derivatives of the logarithm
of the normalization of the Gaussian. The normalization of the Gaussian distribution only depends on
cosmological parameters through the term ∂µ

∂z
δz added in quadrature to the light curve fit errors. For the

cases where supernova redshifts are determined spectroscopically leading to small δz, the covariance matrix
Cov becomes independent of the cosmological parameters and hence the second term is zero. For cases,
where the supernova redshift is determined photometrically, this turns out to be a very small contribution.
All partial derivatives are evaluated at a set of fiducial parameters Θp taken to be the DETF parameters
{ΩDE , w0, wa, Ωk} = {0.73,−1, 0, 0} for the cosmological parameters, and our best estimates for the nuisance
parameters. We note that this is exactly the idea behind the treatment suggested in the DETF report. We
now proceed to discuss our choice for the set of nuisance parameters as described below.

B.1. Nuisance Parameters

The main differences in our method, compared to that presented in the DETF report, are as follows:

1. We have an improved estimate of the effect of photo-z uncertainties, coming from the full simulation
of the DES survey.

2. The uncertainty in absolute magnitudes referred to in the DETF report is analytically marginalized
in our likelihood function. Therefore, our “statistics only” Fisher matrix accounts for this in the
correlated covariance matrix.

3. In our SN analysis, we include two low-redshift samples as anchors: the 3-year SDSS sample with
∼350 SNe and a sample of 300 supernovae taken to be at redshift of 0.055 (Li et al. 2011a), each
with a Gaussian error of 0.13 magnitudes . Neither of these samples were included in the calculation
of the Stage II prior Fisher matrix. In each of these low-redshift samples, the dominant systematic
uncertainty is expected to be a step µ offset of the kind described in the DETF report. Therefore, we
include a step offset for each of the low-redshift samples. We also assume a Gaussian prior on each
of these step offsets of width δMlowz = δMSDSS = 0.01. This is consistent with the suggestion of the
DETF report.

4. In the DETF report, all other systematic effects were treated as an effective linear and quadratic shift in
µ(z). The relevant nuisance parameters were taken to be the first and second order redshift coefficients.
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We have used a more realistic estimate of the effects of systematics on µ(z). In our simulations, we
vary the systematic parameters θn, which model the instrumental setup and supernova properties, from
their assumed values and study how the µobs(z) changes. Assuming that we are in the linear regime,
we write

µobs(z, Θ) = µobs(z, Θp) +
∑

j

∂µobs(z, Θ)

∂θj
n

∣

∣

∣

∣

Θp

∆θj
n (B2)

where the sum runs over j which indexes the list of systematic parameters θn.

By varying each systematic parameter under consideration, one at a time, in our simulations, we estimate

the average values of the partial derivatives ∂µobs(z,Θ)

∂θ
j
n

in redshift bins of 0.1 in terms of fitting functions

that involves 3 to 6 parameters. Using these, we evaluate the Fisher matrix in the parameter space Θ which
includes both the cosmological parameters θc and the systematic parameters θn. The parameters θn will
be set or measured to a fiducial value with an estimated uncertainty either in the process of calibration
(parameters related to survey conditions) or by other experiments (SNIa light curve model parameters or
SNcc fractions). These measurements allow us to use appropriate priors on the deviation of these parameters
from their fiducial values. Therefore we will marginalize over all the systematic parameters with such priors
on each of them. We now proceed to discuss the relevant set of systematic parameters.

We first identify the relevant set of systematic effects and parametrize them. These are the zero-points
in each filter band, the wavelength of the centroid of the filters, the fraction of SNe which are SNcc but
misidentified as SNIa, and the values of τAV

and RV. First, we describe these parameters, and the priors on
them due to independent measurements.

Zero-Points: We include the deviation in zero-points in each band {g0, r0, i0, z0} from the fiducial values
as parameters. Further, we expect to be able to calibrate these independently to an error of 0.01 magnitudes.
Hence we assume a Gaussian prior on each of these parameters with a width σg

zpt = σr
zpt = σi

zpt = σz
zpt = 0.01.

Wavelength of Filter Centroid: We include the deviation of the wavelength {λg, λr, λi, λz} of the centroid
of each filter from the fiducial values. Further, we expect to be able to calibrate these independently to
an error of 10 angstroms. Hence we assume a Gaussian prior on each of these parameters with a width
σg

λ = σr
λ = σi

λ = σz
λ = 10 Å.

Core-Collapse Fraction: The sample purity for the hybrid 10-field survey is 98%. We are taking the
uncertainty in this value to be 2%, and have shown that the effect on the FoM is still smaller than the other
uncertainties. To be specific, we use fcc = 0 as a fiducial value and σfcc

= 0.02 as the Gaussian uncertainty
in fcc.

CCM Dust Model Parameters: µfit depends on the true values of the parameters τAV
and RV values.

Our simulations are based on SDSS results (Kessler et al. 2009a) and, hence, we assume fiducial values of
τAV

=0.334 and RV=2.18. Assuming that these variables are correlated in the way determined by the SDSS
SN survey (Kessler et al. 2009a), we expect to have independent measurements determining these parameters
as a correlated Gaussian with a covariance matrix C with CRVRV

= 0.1444, CτAV
,τAV

= 0.003136, CτAV
RV

=
0.0036176.

As described in §2, these parameters are inputs to our simulations. Therefore, we can study changes in
the fitted values of µ by changing these input parameters in SNANA. For each of the parameters that we

shall describe, we compute
∂µeff (z,Θ)

∂Θi
|Θp

by numerically evaluating the partial derivative of µeff (z, Θ) as
a function of redshift. For doing so, µeff (z, Θ) is estimated as the sample mean of obtained values of the
fitted distance modulus µfit in redshift bins of 0.1. Having obtained these estimated values, along their
dispersions, we fit these values at discrete redshifts bin centroids to simple functions of the redshift. This
allows us to evaluate the partial derivative at any redshift in the range of observation (0, 1.2).
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